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Well over a century ago, Andrew P. Hill and Santa Clara President Rob-
ert Kenna began a long-lasting tradition at Santa Clara University. In an
effort to save a natural preserve of ancient Redwoods near Big Basin in
the Santa Cruz mountains, Hill and Kenna started one of the first conser-
vationist movements, which lead to the creation of California's first state
park. In honor of this event, SCU created The Redwood in 1902, a peri-
odical journal that allowed students to write out the concerns of the day,
voice opinions of what was going on in the world, and allowed students
to stay informed of life outside of the university. In 1922, the periodical
journal was changed to the present day Redwood yearbook and has
been going strong since. Over the past decades, The Redwood has
strived to make an accurate account of the past in order to preserve it for
future generations. It has seen the university expand and update over
the years and has always tried to provide a factual, informative link to the
past. Despite the fact that this is the 100th edition and not the 100th
year, we at The Redwood still feel that this needs to be celebrated and









A Santa Clara student's life today
on and off campus is dramatically dif-
ferent than it was a hundred, fifty, and
even fifteen years ago. Some stark dif-
ferences: not until recently could stu-
dents call each other on their cell phones
to coordinate either a study group meet-
ing, a Friday night get together filled
with fun at the Bronco, or any hangout
that is local among their peers.
Likewise, the students of today
would probably not be awed by the
sight of an automobile or tell each other
they're being "squares". Yet we're not
as dissimilar as one might think. Stu-
dents from every age have tried to be-
come more involved in campus life
through student-run organizations.
They have followed or flouted the cur-
rent fashion trends, attended various
sporting events, and tried to find ways
to relax or have a good time on the week-
ends. Some things never change.
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Alberto Barrera cuddles
the wildlife while he vaca-
tions in the Amazon.
Carin Posedel and Ryan
Fante raft in the sun on
Lake Powell.
Matthew Schenck, Chris
Bianchi, Miguel Rosas, Eliza-
beth Sues, and James
Dallosta show us that you're
never too old for a roller
coaster ride (or bunny ears).
...and when it would
rain, we would prank-
call Petsmart to ask
them if they had any
swans for sale.
Andrew Vlasaty
Over my summer , I
was a nanny in New
York. On the weekends
I went to the beach, the
Hamptons, andwatched
a few Broadway shows.
I had a blast!
Bryn Ascher
Jan Gardiner and Amy
Erickson learn about life
in El Salvador from a
group of young girls.
Anne Vrcelj, Kathryn Lam and
Heather Schlenger made new
friends during their summer in-
tern training in Palm Springs.
6 Summer Vacation
ii wima
Heather O'Neill and Mathew
Zahler stay cool during the heat
of an Italian summer by rest-
ing at a Roman fountain.
Vanessa Blanco and Christina
Louie were serenaded by this
bag pipe player while in En-
gland where they spent their
summer vacation.
summer
what did you do on your days away?
About the only thing that every Santa Clara student
tas in common over their summer vacation is that it
ioesn't come soon enough and is over way too quickly
Dther than that, what we do during summer vacation is
mique to each person's interests and drive.
Some students choose to while away the dog days
roasting on the beach or vegging out on the couch. Some
fill their precious weeks away from school by checking
in with old high school friends. Some Santa Clara
Students go abroad to places like England or Italy while
Dthers stay behind to intern at companies like Nordstrom
br even attend summer classes to complete those last
few core requirements. However a student chooses to
spend it, summer vacation is a time when we all try to
have fun in our own way before the start of another
chool year.
-!*?*
Ryan Fante makes himself at home in
the great outdoors of Ouray, Colorado.
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Ryan Purdy and his
mother sort through
boxes of clothing and
school supplies as





mores unite to furnish
the rooms as fast as
possible so they can go




move into Dunne. With-
out the WW staff there
would be no one for the







It's a day we'll all remember, that first time our
parents dropped us off with our belongings, said
goodbye, and wentback home with a bit more room
in the car. Whether you moved into the behemoth
of Swig or the posh settings of Casa Italiana chances
are you remember the feelings of that first day, and
probably that entire first quarter. A mix of excite-
ment and fear of the unknown and maybe even the
embarrassment of realizing you grabbed a tray at
Benson. This year's move-in was similar to previ-
ous move-ins except for the fact that it was a lot
smaller. Due to an admissions foul up last year
there was a noticeable dip in the number of fresh-
men on campus. The size hasn't seemed to have
bothered many students though, the feelings that
arise throughout the year are the same and as fresh-
man Kelsey Waples says:
"Move in day was pretty
hectic. Fortunately, I had
moved in the week before,
so I was able to give my
roomie a hand. As for the
class size, I came from a
class of 53, so the hundreds
here are great!"
Sophina Sekhon and her boyfriend from Davis serve themselves some
cotton candy while other students enjoy s'mores cooked over an open
fire during the Welcome Week activities.
Some sexy, but very confuse limbo contestants wel-
come Graham 400 residents with a bit of flare. After
a long day in the car or carrying heavy boxes, a bit of





styles of the twentieth century
From flapper dresses to
saddle shoes, polyester
to legwarmers, the SCU
campus has seen its fair





laugh or cringe at the
trends of decades ago, the
question remains: how
are future students going
tosee us, living in 2004?
As Sex and the City
wannabes tottering
around on our impossibly
high pointy stilettos? Or
as total slackers showing
up to class in our pajama
pants? The answer re-
mains to be seen, but one
thing is for certain: the
fashion of today is totally
individualistic and
students at SCU reflect
their own uniqueness
with the clothes they wear.
10 Fashion
Above left: Yusiana
Sordjono stops a moment
to pose before class.
Above: Michelle Sazon
and Karen Dazols prove
that the Sex and the City




A Santa Clara student sassily models
her trucker's hat with matching top
and shoes.
Scott Burkland, Brian Medina, and
Jason Huml epitomize the phrase
"California Casual."
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The way we entertain ourselves is at least as important
as the way we work. Although not technically a "college
town," Santa Clara offers its students plenty of options
for play, such as playing catch on the lawn or going to
The Hut for high-quality drinks and meeting up with
friends. On the weekends, students can choose to make
the trek up to San Francisco or down to Santa Cruz,
or even just hang around here and discover day parties
and the Bronco for the hundredth time. Whatever we




Lauren Quilici, Benjamin Marsh, Jenni Harmon, and Marisa Balch take a
break from their Halloween festivities to smile for the camera while
attending the annual Halloween Havoc party.
X
12 Entertainment
David Gettelman concentrates very hard as he
prepares to throw the baseball to his friend. Play-
ing sports outside is a common sight to see on the
Santa Clara campus with our beautiful weather.
Kristen Tanner and Adam Harper, sophomore,
pal and intense game of pool in The Bronco. The
Bronco is a popular on-campus hangout where
students can do everything from pool to listen-
ing to local bands.
Paige Rossetti, Tagen Russell, Kate McKay, and
Erin Schoenfelder pose for a picture at this years
Oktoberfest day party at Cal Phi.
Michelle Murphy and Kristin Lenore, seniors,
display their kung-fu moves on the Santa Cruz





>ronco wins ant Le name
for the future recreational facil-
ity for students, staff, and
alumni.
2002 - The Bronco opens dur-
ing Winter Quarter with posi-
tive feedback from the student
body.
2002-2003 - The Bronco gains
popularity with students, and
becomes the spot with endless
entertainment.
2003 - The Bronco hosts
Octoberfest, pool tournaments,














When the couches are all occupied, a cozy booth makes the
perfect place to get a feel for your friends.
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life beyond santa clara
CARE E^
On October 9, 2003, the
lawn between Benson and
Kenna saw much activity
as various companies set
up tables at the Career Fair.
16 Careers
Talking to people at the Career
Fair may be scary, but it is nec-
essary: According to Trislyn
Tom, "It was important to talk
to companies to get insight into
what they were looking for."
(Bottom Left) Charla Davis dis-
covers her inner child as she
works at her internship at
Gottschalks. "I loved my in-
ternship. It made me realize
that I want to be a buyer for a
clothing store."
(Below) All dressed up and
ready to present themselves
(and hopefully land a job),
many seniors make their way
to the Career Fair.
nfortunately, as many seniors are finding out, the last year of col-
lege means actually considering the question, "So, what are you go-
ing to do after you graduate?" For some, this means heading down
to New Zealand to scuba dive and wait tables. For the moe seri-
ous-minded, however, this means trying to find a job. Enter the
Career Fair. Not meant to inspie fear, the Career Fair is intended
to be a way for students to "explore career options, including full-
time, part-time, co-op and internship opportunities, obtain em-
ployer information, and establish contacts," says Susan Rockwell,
acting director of the Career Center. According to senior psychol-
ogy major Michelle Sazon, who attended the Career Fair, "the atmo-
sphere was pretty kickback." So whether going to submit your e-
sume or just to talk to companies, the Career Fair can help give you
some much-needed direction after graduation.
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Even though Santa Clara has no football
team, the players on such teams as the
Kanak Attack and The Shockers are still
able to let out their competitive side while
participating in intramural flag football.
One of the most common sights expected to
be seen when passing by or entering the
gym is the string of energetic students oc-
cupying the elliptical bikes.
18 Gym & Intramurals
It's around 8 PM on an average weekday. Malley Fitnesss Center is full of people
doing different things: swimming in the not-quite-Olympic-sized pool, playing
basketball and volleyball in the spacious open courts, and people working out in
the equipment room. There is a good mix of people in the cardio section, from
people stair stepping at hyper-speed to the people bicycling at a pace leisurely
enough to converse with their neighbor. There is the occasional alum or grad
student, but it is mainly the men and women undergraduates, perhaps trying to
ward off the dreaded Freshman Fifteen, or training for one of three intramural
sports (men and women's flag football, coed volleyball, or men and women's
singles tennis) offered Fall quarter. Most are going for a well rounded workout
on the weights and treadmills or the ellipticals, while over in the free weight
section, there are a few guys lifting unbelievable amounts of weights and looking
like a vein is about to burst in their fore-
head. But hey, whatever works for you.
ork it,
lile on the treadmill, Junior Neha
dbhawala and Sophomore Kate
Kay can listen to music to pass the
le or catch up with the news on one
Vlalley's several televisions.
Freshman Edgar Perez and Ilya
Ginzburg work out on the weight ma-
chines, expressing that Malley "has
very good equipment."
Tim Chinn remarks that Malley is
"really clean and has all the weights
[he] needs," while adjusting the
bench press with Senior John Carlino.
Freshmen Alison Conner and Hi-
lary Tone get some studying out
of the way while getting a great
workout on the ellipticals.
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you. It gives you a




"Living in a commu-








people . Growing as a
person in onlv the
beginning, growing as an
individual is priceless."
20 RLC
Designedto connectincoming students with otherstudents
who have similarinterests, RLCs introduceyou to university
life and offer a chance to create lasting friendships
The Modern Perspectives RLC
invites students of all majors to think
about "issues impacting our increas-
ingly global society." In other words:
prepare students for entering the
modern world around them while
getting to live in the very social
Dunne. Core classes that Modern
Perspectives students can choose to
take are anything from European,
Latin American, and Asian history,
to composition and rhetoric, and
economics. A wide range of experi-
ence is key in Modern Perspectives.
Sometimes we forget that we at-
tend a Jesuit institution. The Loyola
RLC, however, takes its focus from
the Jesuit tradition by stressing the
need to educate the whole person.
Loyola students are typically look-
ing for more than an education; they
are also interested in faith and jus-
tice. Students can participate in ac-
tivities such as tutoring children at a
local shelter, or even planning a com-
munity liturgy (as well as, of course,
watching movies together and gos-
siping). Loyola further distin-
guishes itself by being a four-year
RLC, where students are encour-
aged to stay their entire four years.
Also, the courses in the Loyola pro-
gram provide a strong foundation
for a minor in Catholic Studies.
The da Vinci RLC is a unique amal-
gamation of students interested in
all things Italian, and students in-
Found on the "far side" of campus, Sobrato
hall houses the Loyola RLC. It stands as one
of the most recent additions to the SCU cam-
pus, along with Casa Italiana.
terested in the natural world. Italian
scientists live in the residence as guest
scholars, and students are encour-
aged to stay together throughout the
entire four years. Classes that are
offered to da Vinci students include
calculus, chemistry, religious stud-
ies, and political science.
Communitas students examine
what individualism, community, and
citizenship mean in the context of
humanities, science, business, and en-
gineering classes. Open to all ma-
jors, Communitas tries to reconcile a
person's need for individuality as well
as his / her need for community. Stu-
dents focus on different communi-
ties and work to understand how
different communities have balanced
individual rights against responsi-
bilities for the common good. Talk
about an ambitious RLC!
DA VWfikci COMMMlUi§fl
TOGETHER. PLAYING TOGETHER. LIVING TOGETHER IG TOGETHER. PLAYING TOGETHER. LIVING TO
Second floor Dunne are a spirited
bunch of the Modern Perspectives
RLC as they gather in the hall for a
picture. MP is close group of resi-
dents, providing them with a home
away from home.
Modern Perspectives residents
gather for a building wide dinner
with a Spanish theme. Dunne resi-
dents often participate in other
activites as well such as floor com-
petitions or trips sky diving.
""'
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Casa Italiana remains the most recent
addition to the Santa Clara campus.
Casa houses the da Vinci RLC and
provides suites with full kitchens to
its residents, making dorm life a little
easier for students.
Communitas residents are enjoy dorm
life with one eachother while taking a
break from studying.
T Student Lite 21























"The friends I made my
freshman year in Alpha






Designedto connect incoming students with otherstudents
who have similarinterests, RL Cs introduceyou to university
life and offer a chance to create tasting friendships
The first and longest-running RLC
is ALPHA, which stands for Art
History, Literature, Philosophy, and
History. One of the things that sets
ALPHA apart from the other RLCs
is the fact that in the fall quarter,
students can start on their Western
Culture series, taking with other
ALPHA members Ancient and Me-
dieval Art, Ancient Classical Litera-
ture, Classical and Medieval Phi-
losophy, or Ancient Western Civili-
zation. Plus, ALPHA members live
in Graham, which has the added
benefit of its own pool.
The Delphi RLC is for students,
whatever their major, who are inter-
ested in arts and the media. Delphi
students have several opportunities
to get hands-on experience in both
the arts and the media: for example,
they can participate in on-campus
radio and TV programs, or plan and
run film festivals. The classes that
Delphi students can take include
not only beginning the Western
Culture series, but also theater,
dance, studio art, and writing
courses are offered.
Education for a Sustainable Fu-
ture, more commonly known as ESF,
is the RLC committed to "increase
student awareness about local and
global environmental issues and to
help students develop habits of liv-
ing and decision-making that
Studying in a communal area means that
you don't get much work done, but it's much
more fun than locking yourself in your room!
are more environmentally
sustainable."Open to all majors, ESF
courses can provide a strong founda-
tion for a major or minor in Environ-
mental Studies. Classes include
world geography, biology, chemis-
try, and an RLC course on
sustainability.
The Xavier RLC is based upon
SCU's vision of "educating the whole
person in solidarity with the real
world." Students in Xavier have the
opportunities to build houses in
Mexico over Christmas break, plan
an alternative spring break, and be a
part of a summer immersion pro-
gram. Classes that Xavier students
can take examine the structures of
ongoing globalization, as well as ana-
lyze the implications of
global solidarity.
ES
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The Delphi RLC gathers together and
reacts to a particularly exciting part in
a movie. Watching movies together is
a common wav to bond in an RLC.
Ryan Hill, Majd Ayyoub, Michael Ma-
son, RyanTamminga, ErikWiesehan,
and Waide Hicks demonstrate what
being in ESF is all about: recycling.
Michael Mason takes a break from
recycling to show off his skills on
the bongo drums. Living in an
RLC involves more than just study-
ing, as is proved here.
Ah, the beautiful monster that is
Swig. Swig is the home of both ESF
and Delphi RLC's, not to mention
eleven floors of crazy bonding and
countless stories over the years.
Student Life 23
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where you live with
people very closely.
You do stutf as a
community, not just
with friends and is a










really get to know. ..like
a family away fro m
home."
24 RLC /RHA
Designedto connectincoming students with otherstudents
who have similarinterests, RLCs introduceyou to university
life and offer a chance to create lasting friendships
Unity provides all Santa Clara
University students with an oppor-
tunity to become immersed in an
ethnically diverse living and learn-
ing environment. It is an interactive
community committed to promot-
ing diversity among its residents. It
strives to maintain an open, sup-
portive, and responsive environ-
ment. To achieve this objective,
Unity integrates a multicultural resi-
dential environment with a tradi-
tion of rich co-curricular programs
and an engaging curriculum
throughout the freshman year.
The Alamedas (North and South)
house many upper class residents
from a multitude of RLCs on cam-
pus. These residents may not take as
much of an active part in their RLCs
anymore, but they are still inter-
ested in interacting with each other.
These residence halls strive to pro-
vide the upper class residents with a
balance of an academic environment
and a laid-back, entertaining atmo-
sphere. This goes to show that you
are never too old to belong to a
community.
One of the most influential and
successful organizations on campus
is the Residence Hall Association
(RHA ). RHA is responsible for many
of the events and programs that resi-
dents participate in. The most well
know event of course is the Mid-
night Breakfast that takes place on
Unity residents know what it takes to be suc-
cessful students, but also like to take the occa-
sional break with friends and video games.
the first Wednesday at the start of
every quarter. Students line up al-
most an hour in advance and
squeeze their way through the
throng of people looking to get a
well needed and FREE meal. RHA
also hosts the annual Casino Night
in the Brass Rail where students
are encouraged to come try their
luck at poker, blackjack, and slot
machines. But what most people
don't realize about RHA is all the
time and effort that is put into Com-
munity Councils. The Executive
Council (EC) works with CC mem-
bers to help plan, organize, and
execute programs within their
buildings. The EC are always there
to lend the residents of every com-
munity a helping hand to plan pro-




(Above) The RHA works hard to make the campus a fun and
entertaining place to live and learn and manage to have run making
informational posters for the students.
(Left) The members of the RHA Executive Council: Landis Lau
(Programming Coordinator), Nicholas Cantrick (President), Leah
Macatangay (Resident Enhancement), Ashley Penrod (Vice Presi-
dent), Elizabeth Glover (Programming Coordinator), Laura
Billingsley (Resident Relations).
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Moving off campus and into a nearby apartment means a number of
things for everyone who goes through the adventure. Whether they are
tired of the RLC's, need to get away from the yells of "Wakeup Swig!",
feel the need to decide on their own meals, or maybe just being able to
throw a party without having a CF down the hall, the experience is often
the same. While most of the students living off campus are upper
classmen it is possible to find a number off sophomores in the perimeter
surrounding the campus.
Having an apartment or rental home means responsibility and a
totally new experience from living on campus. Residents mention the
difficulties of preparing food every night; a few even admit to sneaking
back to Benson for a good old fashioned cafeteria meal. Still, being able
to cook and season your food to your own taste is by far one of the
biggest advantages of having a kitchen and large refridgerator.
The neighborhoods are also quiter than on campus living... that is
when you aren't throwing a party of your own. Despite a number of
older residents living among the houses, students still manage to have
at least a few friends over for drinks and some music. If these parties
happen to get a bit bigger, well that's all part of the experience. And the
next day someone in the house will have to start cleaning.
The benefits of living off campus are countless, as are the costs, but in
the end most students agree, living off campus gives you freedom and
your first real taste of the world.
26 Off Campus Housing
Floyd Tucker and Erin Gay celebrate the holiday season by making their off campus
houses festive with holiday decorations.
The ability to throw your friend a huge birthday party at your own apartment is just
one of the perks about living off campus.
Christina Dolores studies in the comfort of her own apartment. Off campus housing
provides a quiet environment for students to study.
Diana To hangs Halloween decorations on a patio window. Your own place means




Although Santa Clara has never made the top ten
party school list by the Princeton Review, that does
not stop SCU students from boldly pursuing that
goal. And it's not always easy: with the place-
ment of the Santa Clara police station right across
the street, police get their kicks out of cruising the
neighborhoods, handing out 48 's and pulling stu-
dents over for jaywalking. Besides the police,SCU
students must deal with crazy neighbors who pa-
trol the streets with their video cameras and rule-
driven CF's who apparently aspire to be future
Santa Clara police in training. All of which goes
to show that SCU students have many obstacles to
overcome. However, as the pictures on this page
prove, Santa Clara students have drive and ambi-
tion (sometimes fueled by alcohol) that our par-
ents perhaps never knew we had. From day par-
ties to night parties, costume parties to parties
where you roll in in your jeans or sweats, progres-
sive parties to frat parties, ridiculous parties to non-
theme parties, SCU offers up a wide variety of op-
tions for entertainment. So the next time you are
bemoaning the fact that the college you chose to
go to has the lamest party scene ever, just remem-
ber the many impediments that we have had to
overcome in order to get our partying on. As the
Beastie Boys have so eloquently put it, "You have




Anthony Igwe, Marissa Rendazzo, Michael Vincent, Jennifer Barmasse, and Alexander Rhodes




Sarah Faulkner and Heather Casseday have a special
moment together even in the midst of all those people.
A large group of sophomores gather together in
Swig to party and elude the CF's.
fJatalie Melo, Jennifer Oddo, Alissa Rey, Karalyn Tom, and Tira Sims at a Wild Wild West Progres-
ve in Maples earlier on this year.
LET'S PARTY!
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beautiful day in the
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The Hut, an extremely popular Santa Clara
hangout, is best known for its alcoholic
beverages and accessible location.
Safeway, Santa Clara's premiere grocery shop-
ping haven. There are many benefits to
Safeway, such as running into at least seven
people you know every time you shop.
One of the many places where they accept
flex: Stuff Pizza caters to its college students
with cheap beer and excellent pizza.
30 The Neighborhood
During finals week, Heather O'Neill spreads her books out and gets some last-minute studying in at Starbi
How many times do you hear
rhe complaint "There's nothing
to do around here?" On the con-
trary, SCU students! All around
as, in every direction, and in
walking distance, we have a
plethora of options surrounding
us. Sometimes, strangely
enough, you want to do things
Dther than party. Usually, as we
are all starving college students,
this involves food. Safeway is the
most logical place to start, and al-
though the workers are rather se-
lective when it comes to who they
allow to buy alcohol (i.e., you must
be 21), at the same time, everyone
can buy a number of disgustingly
unhealthy food products. Sadly,
however, you cannot "flex it" at
Safeway. Mondo Burrito, Yum
Yum Tree, and Stuff Pizza, how-
ever, are just a few places that do
accept what is usually considered
"the parents' money." Other popu-
lar stops are Thai Pepper, for pad
thai, Cluck U for beer and chicken,
Mission City Coffee for non-alco-
holic beverages, and The Hut,
C&J's, and The Claran for high-
quality drinks, when you do decide
that partying is necessary. And re-
ally, what else do we need?
The Santa Clara campus looks
as though it is segregated from
the rest of the world by palm
trees, but there is a whole neigh-
borhood outside.
Best known as "Cluck U": Did
you know that University
Chicken was featured as one of
the top ten college restaurants
on the food channel?
Ravelle Icardo, Elizabeth Ramirez,
Kathleen Shumm, Alexandra
Perazzelli , and two off-campus friends
sit around a table at Cluck U and en-
joy the buffalo wings. Students can
enjoy the benefits of Cluck U all the
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Did you know that SCU is the proud host
3f over eighty registered student organiza-
ions? That's right: from the now-defunct
Dawson's Creek Club to the more well-known
^uff Riders, there is a club to cater to every
nterest that you could possibly have. Ever
:
eel like you are the only one you know deeply
ievoted to Japanese animation? Meet others
ike yourself in Tempura Anime. Interested
n Hawaiian lifestyle or culture? Join up with
<Ca Mana'o O Hawaii.
The fact that there are so many diverse
:lubs now speaks volumes about how things
lave changed over the years. Fifty years ago,
before women attended the university, the
nain clubs were the Rifle Club and the Nobili
Hub. Now, however, there is a club for every
nterest. Some things never change, how-
ever: whether you sign up for a club to meet
)thers with similar interests or to help you
igure out what to do with your life, joining
in organization is a great way to enhance
^our time here at Santa Clara.
Organizations 33
A P Bctivities rogrammingl joard
The Activities Programming Board strives to enhance each student's
experience at Santa Clara by providing activities for students to do. By hosting
musicians, comedians, and providing recreational trips off-campus, APB pro-
vides Santa Clara with quality programs that, in the words of APB President
Nicole Hansen, "enrich student life by building relationships throughout the
entire community and developing university pride and spirit."
During the 2003-2004 year, the continuous work of the APB brought us
some truly memorable events, from the Ataris concert to Bronco Blowout week-
end. APB is here to entertain and ensure that there's always something to do on
campus, but more importantly, to spark student participation in campus life and
help students enjoy being Santa Clara Broncos.
Hard-working APB President Nicole
Hansen stays busy by helping SCU stu-
dents to relax and have fun.
The APB staff lounge in the Bronco, where
many of their events take place. (Left-
Right): Guillermo Carreon, Eric Rojas,
Scott Carlton, Nicole Hansen, Robyn
Hanson, Andy Bunton, Audrey Kim, and
Julia Schmidt.
The ASSCU Executive Staff Members:
Rahima Saratore, Melanie Den Hartdog,
Taylor McClure, Nathan Iglesias, Bill
Blackburn, Carmen Wahlgren, and An-
drea Barrack.
Danny Aijan cuddles up with Katie Rob-
erts during the AS retreat.
;r working to help SCU students, AS goes to Bucca Di Beppo to help
nselves to good food and some entertaining conversation.
Associated
^j^Otudents
Associated Students comprises the student govem-
mentofSantaClaraUniversity, divided into threebranches:
executive, made up of elected officials for each class; legis-
lative, comprised of class senators; and, judicial, madeupof
appointed peerjudicial officers. AS'sslogan, "It's yourAS,"
speaks to its mission, which is to help students mature and
excel though registered campus clubs and participation
with the student government.
AS is responsible for running student elections, stu-
dentjudicial hearings to determine fair courses of disciplin-
ary action for peers, and also runs the Dogears website
where students can review teachers, sell textbooks, and
even chat online. Through the hard work of class officers,
senators, and justices, AS serves students by giving them
opportunities to become more involved in various aspects
of the university so they can change the very fabric of
campus life. ASis studentgovernmenttheway it shouldbe.
MiultiCulturalCenter
"You can come here and it feels like home" says Norman Malonzo, a
commuter student who remains an active member of Barcada. As a building, the
Multicultural Center serves as a place for commuter students and others to relax in
between classes, play music, and gather for study groups. The MCC building gives
freshmen the chance to meet students from similar backgrounds as well as learn
something about the cultures of their friends. As an oganization, the Multicultural
Center is a learning center for all students interested in the many diverse cultures
attending Santa Clara. The clubs that make up the MCC help Santa Clara students
experience traditions that would otherwise remain foreign. Events such as Multicultural
Week during the winter quarter bring together the student population and help to
promote the understanding and participation of all cultures while smaller celebrations
of culture invite minority students to enjoy familiar traditions. As a prominent part of
the university the MCC helps students realize that leaving home doesn't mean leaving
their culture. There is a world outside of what we have grown up to know.
Co-Chair Citlali Vasquez-Ramos and
MCC Chair Manuel Perez have both had
the responsibility of dealing with space
issues in the Shapell Lounge this year.
Both have spent many hours working
with MCC groups and the university to
find a solution for additional space for
this continually growing organization.
The heads of clubs for the Multi Cultural
Center gather once a weekend for a gen-
eral meeting. During these meetings the
clubs discuss events and programs, such
as Awareness Week, that will take place
during the school year.
36 MCC/ SCCAP
The 2003-2004 SCCAP team hiked
through Big Basin early in September for
a team building retreat. The scenery and
mazes of hiking trails make Big Basin a
perfect destination for several student
organizations over the year.
Kristin Niedermeyer, Ian Gardiner, and
Kathryn Plath prepare a dinner of spa-
ghetti for the SCCAP team while camping
at Big Basin in the Santa Cruz mountains.
idine Garza and Sheeva Sabati prepare for SCCAP aerobics, a morning
jrkout to Madonna music, while staying overnight in Big Basin.
sccap
"Not Just Parties and Education"As members
of a prestigious and expensive university there is a
moral obligation for the students to give back to
members of the community who may not have the
resources and opportunities that we have. "All we're
asking is three or four hours a week from you, that's
nothing to most of the students here, but for those we
help, it means the world to them," says Carlos Jimenez,
a sophomore who has been giving his time teaching
English to adults and children. Talk to a SCCAP
participant and you will most likely hear words like
"live changing," "social responsibility," and "amaz-
ing experience." It is no secret that many at Santa
Clara live in a bubble with a somewhat distorted
view of what the real world involves, but it doesn't
have to be like that. SCCAP works to change this
distorted view and gives students a chance to learn
first hand the struggles of those in our community.
Matthew De Long offers his view on the SCCAP
volunteers: "Back in high school community service
was required, this is done on your own initiative and
means so much more."
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Established in 1922, The Santa Clara is SCU's student run newspaper. Published on
the Thursday of every week (except school holidays and test periods), one of the main
goals of TSC is to try to connect everything to issues on the Santa Clara
Campus, "which can be hard sometimes," says Opinion Editor Christine Genochio.
Despite these difficulties, however, the hardworking members of The Santa Clara
staff always keep the student body informed and up to date.
Assistant Scene Editor Nathan Seltenrich
reads through a published edition of the
paper to find what he likes and what he
thinks needs improvement. He can bring
up his thoughts at the next TSC meeting.
Editor in Chief Jack Gillum, Assistant
Sports Editor Blake Twisselman, and
Sports Editor Brian Betz work, coffee in
hand, preparing for their next deadline.
38 The Santa Clara /KSCU
Back row: Troy Simpson, Matt
Meyerhofer, Blake Twisselman, Jordan
Hubert, Brian Betz, Andrew Auerbach,
Jack Gillum, Christine Genochio; Front
row: Michelle Murphy, Mayka Mei, Maria
Quinonez, Patricia Jiayi Ho, Danielle
Fontaine, and Christopher DaCosta.
Editor in Chief Jack Gillum spent many
long hours in front of the computer this
year helping out with the software switch
to InDesign and the addition of more
color to the layouts.
-
kScU
KSCU is Santa Clara's radio station, located in
the basement of Swig, and has been broad-
casting in some form for 50 years. Its current
incarnation is rightly called the "Underground
Sund" because of the non-mainstream music
played by the DJ's and also for its subterra-
nean locale. Each week KSCU receives new
albums from record companies. They can be
new bands or even older bands, anyone is
welcome, as long as they are not widely played
on commercial radio stations. So Britney's
haos chooses another album for his night time show from KSCU's large selection
usic, all arranged alphabetically and according to genre. This system makes it latest is definitely OUt of the question.
ir for DJ's to grab a quick space filler if they need one.
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Santa Clara Review
The Santa Clara Review dedicates itself to the arts and artists at Santa Clara.
Photography, works of fiction, poetry, non-fiction, and artwork, from students
and non-students, fill the quarterly production. For many on campus, the
Review is a first chance at having a work publicized and the chance to see their
work in print is more than worth the effort it takes to create an original piece of
work. Besides the publication, the Review also holds a weekly literary curricu-
lum as well, where students are able to critique works of fiction and of poetry.
santa clara review
Spring and Summer 2003 cover art, titled
The Parti/, by Zoe Sprague.
2003-2004 Santa Clara Review Staff:
Nicole Winkler-Shaefer, Celeste Flores,
Heidi, Logothetti, Patricia Ho, Anna
Jarzab, Mark Nemtsov, Stephanie Lam,
Kirk Glaser, and Adrianne Anderson.
40 SCR /Redwood
2003-2004 Yearbook Staff:
Back Row: Mia Stephenson, Kristine
Lenore, Dan Alverado, Ryan Hill, John
Zevenbergen,Tagen Russell, Alexis Smith;
Middle Row: ElifSoyarslan, Jamie Weaver,
Rebecca Weisman, Meghan Donovan;
FrontRow: Tammi Nakamura, Krista
McNamara, and Jennifer Roberts.
Not Pictured: Stephanie Blocker, Erin Pate,
Maia Earl, Rebecca Levy and Alissa Rey
Editor-in-chief Rebecca Weisman and
Krista McNamara converse after the
weekly staff meeting to discuss the
yearbook's ladder and go over the
progress of the layouts.
imi Nakamura and Mia Stephenson sort through photos as they prepare
;s for the first deadline of the year.
Redwood
With the 100th edition of the Santa Clara Red-
wood in progress, the yearbook staff took off for
a weekend of rafting, retreating, and group
bonding at Knight's Ferry campground. The
laidback, near lazy, approach to the weekend of
activities seemed a poor implication of the attak
at real work the team would take. Fortunately,
slight procrastination aside, looming deadlines
and lofty goals have effectively enforced full
focus. The promise of continued camaraderie
and productivity provide a great deal of opti-





























































































)rganizations on campus that get a lot of attention, in reality
>anta Clarahas awidevariety ofstudentrun clubs. These clubs
ocus on multiple topics from ethnicity clubs to interest clubs.
VU of them have one thing in common; to inform you, the
tudent body of SCU, about their beliefs and interests. The
nembers ofeach club work for manyhours together to put on
ivents, make posters for the resident halls, and even set up
ables in Benson in hopes of attracting more members.
Sowhatdrivesyour interests? Is it political? Is it for fun?
s it even cultural? Whatever your interest may be, the variety
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Surfing Association Vagabond Society
Tae Kwon Do Vietnamese Student
Tau Beta Pi Association
Tempura Anime Women's Lacrosse
Santa Clara Women's Rugby
Undergrads for Women's Volleyball
Democracy Wushu





Santa Clara University's Army ROTC
program was officially established on the 11th
of September, 1917. Currently known as the
"Bronco Battalion", SCU's ROTC program has
developed into the premiere leadership course
on campus and is what gives students the edge
for success.
ROTC is the college elective course that
teaches the decision-making, management
skills, leadership and discipline that enable
students to succeed in a competitive world,
both in college and beyond. Many ROTC
cadets are leaders on campus, including top
academic performers, campus government
officials, and student athletes. In short, they
are the students that will be the civilan and
military leaders of the future.
Junior Grant Lee scales a wall during a
training exercise. Being a member of Army
ROTC requires a lot including loyalty, duty,
respect, selfless service, honor, integri tyand
personal courage.
Members of the Bronco Battalion work
through a land navigation exercise.
The group is made up of cadets from
SCU, Stanford and San Jose State.
46 ROTC
John Zazenski, Martin Mumford,
Jonathan Wheeler, Nathan Iglesias,
John Anderson, and Michelle Bates
get ready for moring physical train-
ing, which meets three times a week
at 6 a.m.
great pride, Jason Huml, Andrew Sciborstand tall with theirGuidon. Though Gudion, represents the unit and distin-
bo, Andrew Colombo, and Justin to most it looks like a simple flag, the guishes it from other divisions.
A II '/ 4?
Cleaning their boots after a long day of
field training at their biannual trip to Fort
Hunter Ligget, Cadets Veronica Lowman,
Clough, and Landis Lau experience what
it's like to live in the barracks.
Three cadets of the battalion work to-
gether to complete an exercise in their
intensive training program. Part of be-
ing in the Army ROTC is abiding its
motto of "Training tomorrow's lead-
ers... today!"
Everyone who joins this program be-
comes a new person. Andrew Sherbo is
glad that he is learning discipline as




















tella Hardman Checks out an Arrupe car trough Campus
/ so that she can make it to her placement on time.
Johnson, Ana Papasin, Robert Pivec, Richard Bersamina, safes
nee Horan, and Abid Mogannam of the SCU EMS gather
de of Benson between rounds one evening
5EPING THE CAMPUS SAFE HE STUDENTS HEALTHY
)o you remember last year
ten your friend drank too
ichandneededhelp? Orwhen
a sprained an ankle while
ising down a frisbee ? Or
ybe you just remember see-
;
a group of blue uniformed
dents at Benson. Well the
}plewhomyoucalled in those
lations probablyhappened to
members of the university's
IS unit. Even if you haven't
deed this group ofvolunteers,
s doubtless that your life on
npus has been affected by
im. From sporting events to
2 nights at the Bronco, the
U EMS EMTs patrol the
)unds and are well prepared
any emergency. After going
ough intensive training and
ting, these students willingly
r
e their nights and weekends
iriving around campus in glo-
ed golf carts and carrying a
ffel bag full of medical sup-
plies around the residence halls.
Needless to say, the dedication
of ourEMS is incredible. So next
time you give the EMS a call or
you pass them in Benson, make
sure that you give them the re-
spect they've earned.
Joining the EMS on campus
there are Campus Safety and
Cowell Student Health Center.
Whetheryou locked yourselfout
of your room or need some cold
medicine, these groups are on
campus for the well being of
students. Campus Safety can be
seen every night chasing skate-
boarders out of the garage and
answering calls concerning
resident's safety. Cowell is a
quieter presence, but always
around for student's health
needs, whether you need a
sport's injury taken care of or
are just lonely on campus,
Cowell makes it easy to receive
the care you need.
MEMORIES
9/20/03
A female student who was driving at
a high speed at the main entrance,
made an obscene gesture toward a
Welcome Weekend event volunteer
when asked to slow down.
9/29/03
A McLaughlin Hall resident reported
recieving an annoying/obscene
phone call from an unknown male.
10/04/03
A Graham 200 student was report-
edly ill and lost consciousness
from excessive alcohol consump-
tion. Campus Safety and and SCU
EMS responded.
10/10/03
A photocopy picture of an obscene
gesture and a recent parking cita-
tion, were found placed under the
windshield of an illegally parked
vehicle. Another parking citation
was issued to the vehicle for failure
to obey the parking signs on the
Cowell access road.
10/16/03
Twopairs ofjeans werereportedly miss-
ing from the DunneHall laundry room.
The Campus Safety office is located
outside of the parking garage next to
Jump Start Stop by here to find your




The Peer Health Educator pro-
gram recruits students who, regard-
less of their major, are interested in
providing a friendly network of stu-
dents that tries to teach others how
to live healthy and maintain health-
ful habits.
They strive to promote a bal-
anced lifestyle by hosting interac-
tive presentations and workshops
on topics ranging from anxiety and
assertiveness to sleep and smoking.
By researching and communi-
cating various vays to stay healthy,
PHEs gain public speaking and com-
munication skills and increasing
their own health awareness. And
they do this all while selflessly vol-
unteering their time to make Santa
Clara life as pleasant as possible
for all.
Primed and ready to go, this PHE wants to teach you
alcohol awareness the hard way.
I
\
PHE Member Ariana Velasco guides the way down
the treacherous beer goggles course. "I am involved
because I want my friends and fellow classmates to







The welcoming Wellness Center advertises its
collection of informational brochures for students.
In every race, there will be winners - and boozer
50 PHE /Wellness Center
WKU.NKSS
CKNTRR
The Wellness Center, located in
the Pat Malley Fitness Cener, aims to
promote student health in a variety of
areas through many different pro-
grams. The Wellness Center pub-
lishes the "Potty Talk" newsletter seen
posted in innumerable bathrooms on
campus, listing various Peer Health
Educator events as well as tips for
staying strong and sane during the
grind of school.
The Wellness Center also has and
distributes various pamphlets on top-
ics ranging from alcohol abuse to veg-
etarianism, and there's even a profes-
sional massuse who works several
days a week. Run by Jeanne Zeamba,
Psy.D., the Wellness Center is one of
the best places to learn how to stay
balanced, healthy, and happy while
at Santa Clara.
The hard-working Peer Health Educators pose with
Wellness Center director Jeanne Zeamba, Psy.D. Back
row: Samantha Trask, Callista Feltz, Jennifer Darling,
Sarah Scott, Lauren Davis, Kristina Pereira Tully;
Front row: Erin Schoenfelder, Shannon Bell, Ariana
Velasco, and Bibi Stang.
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How student may watch his buddies be fools on
3eer Goggles obstacle course, but as these PHEs
w, soon it will be his turn to entertain.
And they're off! Soon these speed racers will know
the perils of using a razor scooter while intoxicated.
Working for the Wellness Center gives these PHEs





A Santa Clara student's life is filled with
things to do. Club meetings, volunteer work,
performances, and of course the ubiquitous
Wednesday night party keep us constantly
busy. Amid all this activity, sometimes it's
hard to remember that we go to Santa Clara to
actually receive a college education - we're
here primarily to learn.
Academic life at Santa Clara means dif-
ferent things depending on who you are, and
where you are in the quarter. When the con-
voluted calculus theorem finally makes sense
or that bit of Latin grammar clicks into place,
learning can be exhilarating, even enjoyable.
Then again, there are inevitable weeks when
two papers, a presentation, and the last two
weeks' homework that you still haven't done
are due. Although at times it feels pointless,
or stressful beyond words, we nevertheless
keep ploughing through our work in the hope
that we will gain valuable knowledge through
the education only Santa Clara can provide.
Academics 53
Professor Robert Finocchio
quizes, Erika Barnes, Jessica
Muh in his business ethics
class. The business school
stresses morality and ethics
along with good business
sense.
Ryan Shea takes advantage
of a sunny winter day to
study his business notes out-
side on a Graham balcony.
Santa Clara Business ma-
jor David Liu and his part-
ner Terrence Parker run a
Hong Kong based Linux
Enterprise Technology
Provider that goes by the
name DeltaPath.
John Stachaluski concen-
trates on his note taking,
hoping that he doesn't
miss any important details.
54 Lavet School of Business
getting down to
BUSINESS
Major in business and you
may find yourself in the front
row of a lecture being given
by members of a Fortune 500
company or a dot-com start
up. The small class size at
Santa Clara ensures that stu-
dents can receive personal at-
tention from their professors.
The combination of small
classes and distinguished fac-
ulty has earned the Santa
Clara Business school an im-
pressive reputation, not only
among students looking for a
college, but among local and
even international businesses.
Quite a few job seekers have
been and will be told that a
company enjoys hiring Santa
Clara studentsbecause of their
well-rounded and solid edu-
cation. The large network of
alumni in the Bay Area and
spread throughout the country
ensures that graduating busi-
ness students will find connec-
tions and opportunities
abounding for them, even dur-
ing times of unstable econo-
mies. The Santa Clara School of
Business teaches students how
to perform ethically and intelli-




Marc Khuri-Yakub and Rob-
ert Rueter project their voices
throughout the room during
a Music At Noon perfor-
mance of Opera theater. It
takes years of practice and
dedication to hone voices to
the level of these artists.
Leslie Fehr, Elizabeth
Robidart and Brian Schibly
are able to have a good
time together, even when
it's just selling baked
goods for the Communi-
cation Honors Society.
Four hour biology labs
make a great place to get
to know fellow students
and help one another learn.
56 School of Arts and Sciences
artistic appiic
& scientific study
Freshman year you realize your
dream has always been to be a
doctor, then classes set in and
you realize ''Wow, Communica-
tions has some good looking
people." By sophomore year
you're declaring interpretive
dance, but decide your feet can't
take it. What now? Perhaps
back to being a doctor or maybe
political science? Fortunately
while you may have a few un-
necessary classes on your tran-
script, you never had to change
schools. That's right, you're an
Arts and Sciences student. Wh
over 32 subjects to major in, the
College Arts and Sciences strives
to help us, the students, explore
and excel at our interests. Pro-
fessors inArts and Sciences stress
the importance of critical think-
ing and work to promote a un-
derstanding of local, national,
and worldwide communities.
Wh an almost brand new
building near the entrance of
the campus, the college ofArts
and Sciences draws students
of diverse backgrounds and
interests. An education hear
promotes excellence in a vari-
ety of ways and allows stu-
dents to find a comfortable and
familiar or an exciting and new
major with the promise of nu-
merousjob opportunities here
and abroad after graduation.
Academics 57
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Alex Price eyes measure-
ments while working on a
milling project for Mechani-
Will Vicik operates theCNC
machine, a computer run
milling machine for ultra
precise projects.
Tom Avery looks over his
ComputerAided Manufac-
turing Project. Hands on
projects with the latest
technology make labs ex-
citing and new experiences
for engineers in training.







years of college, and tough
classes, why would any-
one be an Engineering
major? With the difficult
requirements and tons of
homework, Engineers
must posses a passion for
what they do. The dedica-
tion it takes to finish an
Engineering degree is no
small feat, especially for
many of the students who
come from all over the
world to enjoy what Santa
Clara's Engineering school
can offer them. Ultimately,
a career as an engineer is
hard work, but it has prom-
ising rewards for those
dedicated enough to ex-
plore the possibilities.
Graduates from the Engineer-
ing programs go on to dis-
cover how to apply their pas-
sions into everyday life and
their work. As students learn
how to use the latest tech-
nology, they gain valuable
experience in manufacturing
processes that help bring fur-
ther success in their chosen
career. In the end, Engineer
School Graduates will go on





St QO it! Spending a year
ad is an experience that many
ldn't have except through college.
re all know college is a time when
ents explore themselves and others
ope of finding an answer to the
tion that everyone seems to ask
at are you going to do next?". An-
ing this question means learning
ethingnew about yourself, and what
>r way to do that than heading off to
her country were you can experi-
something brand new? Whether
want to explore foreign cities, see
animals, soak up the culture of
another country, or learn a new language,
the chances are you will end up doing a
little bit of everything. This is were the
adventure comes in: making yourself at
homein a foreigncountry,whetherthrough
a host family or dorm style living on a
campus, is going to challenge who you are
and how you think. The smallest event in
a foreign country can become a lasting
memory. Taking the wrong bus in the city
or visiting the cafe down the street all take
on new light when it's not something you
are familiar with. As one senior, Cam
Payne, put it, "No matter what you do
your Junior year, go abroad, just do it!"
Taking a break from a busy
school schedule, Alison Fleck
feeds a baby kangaroo (a joey)
in Sydney, Australia.
Cassandra Kern spends a
night out in London visiting
the local theater. Weekend
trips to other countries is one
of the benefits of spending
time in Europe.
Sporting events in foreign
countries offer opportunities
to see a variety of people. Here
students in Allicante visit a
soccer game with friends.
Cassandra Kern and Graham
Grossman revel in the festivi-
ties of Oktoberfest while stay-
ing in Alicante, Germany.
Colleen Coghlam poses dur-
ing a weekend of relaxation
while studying abroad in in
London, England
Erin Russo and Leila
Motamedi attend a flamenco
show in Barcelona, Spain.
Barbara Kutis stands at the
window of the Musee d'
Orsay in Paris. This trip was
part of a seminar on Leonardo
da Vinci at Syracuse Univer-
sity in Florence.





The face of Santa Clara sports has changed
"amatically over the years. With the inclusion
women to the University in 1965, all-male
>orts have had to make room for female talent,
here once women's soccer was not even in-
uded in the yearbook and pictures of football
ok up approximately half the pages, 2004 ush-
s in a drastically different take on sports than
e had years ago.
Although once in a while you will hear
implaints that school spirit has dwindled over
e years, the sports here at Santa Clara are still
)ing strong. Witness our nationally known
omen's soccer team, our men's soccer team
hich is advancing to the college cup, and the
ntastic finishes in regionals by the cross-coun-
y teams, just to name a couple examples. The
ithusiasm of our athletes is something that has
mained constant, even though different sports
ay come and go.
Sports 63
Freshman Lauren Swigart, one
of Santa Clara's most promis-
ing young runners, is intent on
the finish line.
The men's team, gearing up for a
race together.
Shannon Bell, Sarah Scott, and
Sarah Krtil proudly display
their SCU spirit.
Senior Benjamin Gauen, one of
secen cross-country athletes
named to the WCC All-Aca-
demic team, in his last season at
Santa Clarita.
The cross-country teams have had quite the suc-
cessful season, complete with phenomenal finishes




"The success of the cross-country
teams can be attributed to two
men's team placed third, while the main things: the camaraderie we
women's team took second. Then,
at the NCAA West Coast Regional
Championships, which is the big-
gest and most important meet of the year, the men
finished 22nd, while the women's team placed
13th. At this meet, Shannon Bell, a freshman who
only began running her senior year of high school,
broke the school record by having the highest finish
ever and the best 6k time at this meet, 21:32. This
season was definitely one of the best ever for both
the men and the women.
have on the team, and our com-
petitive natures. Both these things
push us to do our best."
- Benjamin Gauen, '04
64 Cross Country
Top row: Kevin Edwards, Omar Ahmad, Patrick Green, Michael Neumann, John
Paul Thyken, Taylor Graham, Michael Wall, Benjamin Gauen, Daniel Betencourt,
Chris Doerhoff, Dominick Guidera, Julianne Visbal, John Hinman, Women's coach
Tom Service, Ricky Brackett; Shannon Bell, Lauren Swigart, Nick Arcelona, Julie
Gabelein, Kiley Strong, katie Hansen, Cara Payne; Bottom row: Men's coach John
Maloney, Milena Basile, Sarah Krtil, Morgan Murray, Tara Rooney, Erin Davis,
Blossom Marimpietri, Sarah Scott, and Robin Bell.
tan Shannon Bell and
i Swigart edge ahead of
tanford competition.
The women's team shows off
their school spirit by forming a
cheering pyramid: these girls
can do mre than run!
Shannon Bell, at the SCU
Bronco Invitational on Septem-
ber 2, is in a league of her own.
The women's team show off
their "armpump!" while
thrusting their fists into the air.




Becky Potter fakes her ap-
proach in hope of distracting
Hawaii's blockers.
Prior to taking the court, the
women line up on the base line
in anticipation.
Becky Potter sets up at the net
as Lexie Bothman and Kelli
Sousa prepare for the serve.
Whether a point has been
scored or defense needs to be
rallied, the ladies huddle to-
gether between serves.
The 2004 season brought good times and proud memories for
every member of the women's volleyball team. The women
spent the entire season ranked in the top 20, which is great
accomplishment for a relatively small squad. The 20-10
record was good
enough to place
the women in the NCAA tournament.
Individuals on the team credited
hard work ethic and a team that has
truly bonded as being the factors be-
hind the wonderful season. The women
played with all their hearts and this
combined with their skill has helped their season be all it
could be.
Senoir Becky Potter succeeded in grabbing two awards,
being named Third Team All-American and Division 1 All-
Pacific Region for the second year in a row. Though next year
the team will be losing three seniors, a large crew of spirited
underclassmen will form the heart of the team as they enter
another hopefilled season.
Volleyball maintains top 20 rankingfor 2003 season
"This year was especially unique! We
weren't the biggest squad in collegiate
volleyball, but with our hard work ethic,
team chemistry, and most importantly,




Back Row: Head Coach Jon Wallace, Toni Muratore, Christina Vick, Jac
Heler, Becky Biniek, Nora Miller, Becky Potter, Cassie Perret, Kim
McGiven, Asst. Coach Matt Lyles, Asst. Coach Dustin Moore. Front
Row: Kelli Sousa, Kelli Walsh, Megan Johnston, Alyssa Lantz, Rachel
Greenberg, Kristen Luxton, Lexie Bothman, and Megan Pura.
;ten Luxton gets down on
;es to receive servel , Kelli
sets up to recieve the pass.
Kim McGiven comes up with a huge
spike as Cassie Perret, Kelli Sousa,
Becky Biniek, Becky Potter, andToni
Muratore rally against HU.
The ladies huddle up in-between
serves, psyching each other up for
the next play.
Alyssa Lantz slams a spike down
the line from outside against two
Hawaiin University defenders.
Kellen Gilmore wards off a
University of Michigan
player for a team victory in
the Elite Eight.
Midfielder Jason Cunliffe
keeps the ball away from a
Portland player while setting
up a shot.




2003 West Coast Champions
"This was a memorable sea-
son for me because I got to
be a part of the best team in
the nation."
Chad Imhof-Sills, '07
The men's soccer team had a phenomenal season in 2003, led by
four senior members at the top of their game: Kirk Fonseca,
Kellen Gilmore,
A u d r a n
Cashman, and
Matt Upton. Coach Cameron Rast said
that he felt "this past year has been great
in part because of the seniors and their
leadership," which brought the team
many memorable games. One of these
was the match against the Michigan Wol-
verines at Buckshaw Stadium that ended in a 3-1 victory and the
fans rushing the field. Not only was this game a quarter-final
for the College Cup, but the win also meant that the SCU men's
soccer team was undefeated at home this season. The team also
made it all the way to the semifinals for the NCAA College Cup,
where they fell short of Indiana in double-overtime. Individual
team members continue to receive honors, closing the 2003
season on a high note for the SCU Broncos.
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Men's Soccer
Back Row: Eric Irvine, Ryan Cochrane, Matt Upton, Kent Harkness, Ryan
Wood, Steve Cronin, Matt Biggam, Antonio Fernandez, Zach Knight, Ryan
Purtell. Middle Row: Jeff Scott, Jason Cunliffe, Will Weatherly, Alex Tablin-
Wolf, Kirk Fonseca, Audren Cashman, Jason Pan, Kelechi Igwe. 3 Front Rpw:
Keith Devey, Devin Skrade, Erik Ustruck, Kellen Gilmore, Ryan Wolfe,
Chad Imhoff-Sils, Dominice Doty, and Tannen Wels.
on Rast has helped lead
3 success during his years
3 a player, assistant coach,
>w as Head Coach.
Forward/midfielder Keith DeVey
maintains possession while two
Portland players attempt to step
in for a tackle.
Forward and team captain, Matt
Upton
,
gains control of the ball from
a Portland opponent.
After yet another of his 41 saves this
season, goalkeeper Steve Cronin
tosses the ball back into action.
er Jason Pan protects the ball against Indiana during the College Cup semifinals,
lsly stating that, "I think there's a mystique about Indiana, but I do think there is
que about Santa Clara, too."
Kelechi Igwe, a promising sophomore forward /midfielder, has started in all 19
games this season and assisted his team to many victories. Here he leads the ball
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Junior Defender Jessica Ballweg
skillfully maneuvers the ball
away from a Portland defender.
Broncos take the field against
tlie Portland Pilots in the
NCAA 3rd Round.
Marian Dalmy steals the ball
from a determined opponent.
West Coast Conference 2003: The
SCU Women's Soccer Team lines
up triumphantly.
The internationally renowned women's soccer team, men-
tioned in the motion picture Bend it Like Beckhaml, has not
failed to disappoint expectations again this year. With an
overall record of
15 wins, 7 ties,
and 4 losses, the
women won the West Coast Conference
title, and made it to the NCAA
quarterfinals. After beating Portland in
double overtime for the Conference
Championship here at Buckshaw and
winning all of their games in the second
half of the season until losing to Carolina in the NCAA
quarterfinals, the women's soccer team looks forward even
more success next year. With Julie Ryder and Lauren Zealear
being named Freshman of the Year finalists, there is a wealth
of potential in this team: "I think that our freshmen will have
a lot more experience than they did last year and confidence,
and this will help us in next year," said CSTV All-American
and Soccer America MVP Leslie Osborne.
\M- WWKIVri-AVwti
Broncos establish themselves as one of the leading soccer teams
"The coaches and the players all
have dedication and a true love for
the game. We are all very good
friends on and off the field, and I
think that all of these things
contribute to the success of our
team. We know how much poten-
tial we have."




Back Row: Asst. Coach Mike Smith, Lisa Eskey-Media Relations, Elyse Shelger, Carrie Schuler,
Alyssa, Sobolik, Maia Earle, Julie Ryder, Kristi Candau, Asst. Coach Erin Hussey, Head Coach Jerry
Smith; Middle Row: Amy Morachesky, Lauren Zealear, Chardonnay Poole, Lana Bowen, Catherine
Sigler, Leslie Osborne, Bonnie Bowman, Marian Dalmy, Tiffany Roberts, Monika Sola, Megan
Kakadelas, Asst. Coach Curtis McAlister; Front Row: Jessica Ballweg, Casey Pleas, Veronica
Zepeda, Kristin Kinder, Bree Horvath, Tracy Hess, Micaela Esquivel, Anna Thorburn, Tina
Estrada, Kelly Giddings, and Andrea Roozen. 3^
Osborne races up the field in Goalkeeper Julie Ryder leaps to Lana Bowen dribbles the ball art-
immand of the ball, in true unknown heights, making a stel- Huddling together, the Broncos prep fully through a sea of defenders to






Sho Yamazaki makes his pres-
ence known as he defends the
Santa Clara goal.
Michael Petersen, Matt
Sanchez, and Dylan Knee
swarm an opposing player in
hopes of over powering him.
Kenny Flanagan-De La Hoz
leans back and takes aim at
the net during this year's
Alumni game.
Sho Yamakazi raises his arm
and positions himself in an at-
tempt to intercept a pass.
Broncos set new season record
The 2003 season held several highlights for the Santa Clara
men's water polo program. Placing 19th, the team achieved
a national ranking for the first time since 1999. Finishing the
season with a 17-13 record, the Broncos have achieved a new
season record and
have their eyes
peeled on what the future will bring.
"This accomplishment will help to get
more high school water polo players to
consider Santa Clara University as a
place to play collegiate water polo," stated Head Coach Keith
Wilbur. This year's successful season was made possible in
part by the team MVPs: Junior Daniel Figoni, Junior Kenny
Flanagan-De La Hoz, and Freshman Kevin Starry. Despite
losing several seniors, with younger players already starting
on the team, they are sure to have another incredible season
next year. With a large roster and some impressive wins, the
Broncos should be able to charge into the 2004 season.
"This year we had a great influx of
talent as well as plenty of experience
from our returning athletes. But it
was the team chemistry and collec-
tive commitment that brought the
program to a new level of success."
-Logan Gee '04
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Back Row: Austin Brizgys, Matt Sanchez, Flloyd Tucker, Whit Gilfillan, Head Coach
Keith Wilbur, Daniel Figoni, Logan Gee, Michael Petersen, Peter Moore. Middle
Row: Jon Greco, Mark Perlite, Mark Oda, Mike Vancura, Kenny Flanagan-De La Hoz,
Grant Allison. Front row: Robert Callahan, Kevin Starry, Dylan Knee, Patrick Noack,
Danny Soares, Jon Young, and Sho Yamazaki.
us battle in front of the net
n Santa Clara Broncos both Kenny Flanagan-De La Hoz surges Kevin Starry prepares to take on
nd present during the Danny Soares lobs a pass over a ou t f the water in preparation two opponents by attempting to






Katy Shumm, junior and one of
the team's top scorers, gets ready
for a goal against Stanford.
The women's waterpolo team
watches intently as their team
prepares for another win.
Starting in all 38 matches as a
freshman helped Alanna
Simpkins, now a sophomore,
skillfully keep the ball away.
In and out of the water, the
womens' team celebrates yet an-
other victory.
womens waterpolo reaches new depths
"We all love the game of
waterpolo . . . every single
aspect of it."
-Catherine Flynn, '05
The women's waterpolo team has an exciting season ahead




waterpolo as well as further the
women's waterpolo program at 5anta
Clara. Says Catherine JFIynri, "Every-
one on the team has a very strong sense
of determination and I am excited to see
where that leads." According to Head
Coach Keith Wilbur, the addition of many new players is a
good thing, as the team has developed a great chemistry.
This team chemistry has Wilbur saying, "We would like to
improve upon our fifth place finish at the Western Women's
Water Polo Association Championships last year. So fourth
is this year's goal." The sense of camaraderie, dedication,
and hard work are not the team's only strengths, however.
Speed and depth will also play a big role in their success.
74 Women's Waterpolo
Top Row: Head Coach Keith Wilbur, Erin Scollin, Kathleen Hamm, Alanna
Simpkins, Kathleen Shumm, Andrea Evans, Catherine Flynn, Anne Ginotti,
Amanda Ginn; Bottom Row: Kristin Barnes, Danielle Mansfield, Kelsey
Caulum, Bryn Asher, Mele Rehder, Kellie Dunn, Alexandra Dalmau,
Courtney Titus, and Katie Radvanyi.
JWi
aterpolo team stays warm Preparing for a long-range shot is Huddling at the side of the pool, Head Junior transfer student Catherine
waiting to begin their match all in a day's work for sophomore Coach Keith Wilbur instructs the girls Flynn refuses to let her opponent
University of Pacific. Kathleen Hamm. on how to defeat their opponents. get close to the ball.
womens
water
Forward Jenni Gottshalk goes
for a shot despite being closely
guarded by the USF Dons.
Ashley Gonnerman attempts
a shot. As an incoming fresh-
man, she was named a 2003
Gatorade player of the year.
Forward Tori Markey keeps
her eye on the ball after
shooting a free throw.
young broncos step up to the line
"It was so exciting to finally get a
win on our home court, I felt like
things just came together. We fi-
nally broke the streak, and will
continue to work on making this
year a winning season."
-Quinn Thomas, '05
Go Broncos! The SCU women's basketball team got off to a




against USF, continuing a tradition of
home victories that goes back seven years.
Though the season was shaky at times, as
Head Coach Michelle Bento stated, "They
did well for being such a young team."
This year's team is very young indeed,
with over half of the players being freshmen. However, the
team has grown a great deal in a very short period of time, and
has learned a lot from past defeats and victories. Everything
the team has learned will carry over into each following game.
Already, they have gone on to defeat the San Diego Toreros on
their home court for the Broncos' third league victory. As they
anticipate a great second half, it's obvious that though the '03-
'04 team is young, they just keep getting better and better.
Back Row: Head Coach Michelle Bento, Tanya Bauer, Jervn Bradley, Jenni Gottshalk,
Kasey Monteith, Tori Markey, Ashley Gonnerman, Jennie Rondel, Whitney Sutak,
Trimeka Jackson, Heidi Spurgeon; Front Row: Lauren Michalski, Anna Martin, Yasemin
Kimyacioglu, Quinn Thomas, Kayla Huss, Ashley Graham, and Michelle Cozad.
76 Womens Basketball
Coach Michelle Bento talks Guard Ashley Graham, who is Guard Whitney Sutak, a transfer
:eam during a time out. Her ranked fourth in the WCC for as- from Utah and one of two seniors Freshman Guard Yasemin
ng advise has helped the sists, has the ball while looking for on the team, looks for a way around Kimyacioglu gets ready to pass the
lot over the season. someone to pass to. her opponent. ball during the USF game.
womens
ian Guard Anna Martin is described as a "warrior" and "the most competitive Quinn Thomas is an All-West Coast Conference returning starter, and leads the
on the team." She is seen here against San Jose State. league in three-point field goals.
Sports 77
Sean Dennison and a cheerleader
watch from the baseline as the
starting five take the court.
Late in the fourth quarter
against Pepperdine, the Bron-
cos fight for a basket.
Jordan Legge struggles to
hold his position against a
Pepperdine defender.
The cheerleaders hold their
hands up high as the crowd and
the players hold their breath for
the free-throw.
broncos gain school support against bulldogs
"The season was tough and
we had some hard losses,
but our regimented sched-
ule has made us a stronger,
smarter team."
-Alex Kargbo, '04
The winter season of men's basketball is known on campus
for drawing the biggest crowds and nothing was bigger than
the sold out game against Gonzaga this year. While all the




play by the Broncos. The tense game
brought Santa Clara alumni and students
to their feet, showing their appreciation
for their team.
This year the men's team faced diffi-
cult opponents, purposefully making
their schedule tougher so as to improve their standings. Play-
ing teams like sixth place Mississippi State gave the men
experience and drive. Despite the tough schedule, they are
expected to finish this season ranked highly in the WCC. The
Bronco team has seen amazing talent this season, with excep-
tional performances throughout the season from sophomore
Travis Niesen and juniors Kyle Bailey and Doron Perkins who
led the team with averages well over twelve points a game. The
younger players now have difficult games under their belts
and will be strong for seasons to come.
Back Row: Ethan Rhode, Travis Niesen, Scott Borchart, Sean Denison, Linden
Tibbets, Jordan Legge, Jim Howell; Front Row: Scott Dougherty, Doron Perkins,
Kyle Bailey, Graham Neuburger, Alex Kargbo, Brandon Rohe, and J.R. Patrick.
78 Mens Basketball
ley takes a knee in front of Doron Perkins looks ahead for a hole On his toes, Jim Howell follows During half-time, eager fans at-
mncer's desk while waiting in the defense while Travis Niesen through on a free-throw while tempt to win a gift certificate to
lrn to take the court. searches for positioning. Pepperdine and the Broncos vie for Stuft Pizza by collecting the most
the rebound. balls in their teammate's helmet.
Erich Chen, an All-WCC singles honoree
last season, lines up his forehand perfectly.
'Tennis is seen as an
individual sport, but
we all have each oth-
ers
7 backs/7
- Erich Chen, '04
The men's tennis team
is hungry for victory. Not
content with just hosting
the West Coast Conference
Championships on April
23-25, they want to find
themselves playing for the
WCC title on the final day.
It's a goal that might just
be achieved. According to
Head Coach George
Husack, "We have a solid
mix of players who believe
they can accomplish a lot
this season."
In addition to the return-
ing players (including
three seniors), two trans-
fer students and two fresh-
men are joining the tennis
team this year. Erich Chen
commented, "They're all
extremely good tennis
players, and will contrib-
ute greatly to our team."
With the three C's of com-
petitiveness, commitment,
and camaraderie, it sounds




Top Row: Head Coach Geor
Husack, Eric Kochanski, Gern
Fischer, Erich Chen, Bob
Rasmussen, Rick Ruso, Kev
McQuaid, Assistant Coach Marc
Hlousek, Assistant Coach Brett Ma
Bottom Row: Team Manag
Stephan Vernaelde, Francis
Zepponi, Ben Hidalgo, Tayl
Bedilion, Ted Blosser, and Manag
Jennifer Chiang.
Rick Ruso, a first-year graduate
student in the Leavey School of
Business, has much experience
leading the team.
One of two incoming freshmen this year,
Kevin McQuaid proves his worth with
his piercing backhand.
Gemot Fischer, senior and 2003 Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the Year,
is impressively airborne.
After slamming the ball during a ma;
junior Ben Hidalgo fervently hopes t :
the ball landed where he intended.
Mens and Womens Tennis
e 2003-2004 women's
s team is gearing up
season with a new
ling staff and a com-
y restructured pro-
. After nine-year vet-
\by Ryan resigned at
eginning of the fall
n, Assistant Coach
i Guidace stepped in
InterimHeadCoach,
teamhas a great self-
i energy. We believe
rselves and our abil-
win every time we
onto the court," said
ace.
e energy that the
;os bring to the court
dent in the goals that
have set for them-
selves this year. The re-
turning players are joined
by five new faces com-
posed of three freshmen,




ers, they all are intent upon
besting their third-place
finish at the West Coast
Conference Champion-
ships, which they have
achieved the past two sea-
sons. Given the advantage
the women's team has of
playingthe majority oftheir



































e feet of Senior Jenny Siegel
)ff the ground in an effort to
the ball effectively.
^^WGBB|
Practicing their serves, the women's
tennis team want to prepare themselves
as much as possible for the WCCC.
Junior Catherine Cochrane propels
the ball over the net. Force is one of
the team's greatest strengths.
Sophomore Kristen Ruso prepares
for another smashing ace and an-
other win on the tennis court.
Sports 81
Team captain Justin Ahasic has had
a great career at SCU. In July 2003
he was named All-America Scholar
by the GCAA.
"Playing college golf has
been one the most amazing
experience ofmy life. I have
enjoyed every practice and




golf teambegan the fall sea-
son with promise: finish-
ing seventh at the Pacific
Invitational, winning the
SCU Invitational, and fin-
ishing 11th at the Turtle
Bay Invitational in Hawaii.
The team plans to continue
their successes in the
spring season as they strive
to make it to nationals,
which many think to be a
legitimate goal.
Junior Matt Klenz de-
scribes the good friend-
ships between the play-
ers as an asset to the
team's success - especially
on long road trips - and
said "the quality of our
recruiting and the popu-
larity of our program is
getting better, and people
are excited about the fu-
ture of Bronco golf."
Jonathan Edwards placed second
highest for the team at the Country-
wide Intercollegiate.
82 Mens and Womens Golf
Back Row: Matt Klenz, John
Colyar, Justin Ahasic, Jong
Yoon; Front Row: Blake
Lugar, Michael Nicoletti,
Chris DeMartini, Jonathan
Edwards, and Eric Lillibridge.
Freshman Jong Yoon started the year
off well. His low number of strokes at
the SCU invitational helped the team
to victory.
In his final year of playing for the SCU Junior John Colyar finished fifth
golf team, senior Chris DeMartini holds victory against SCU's big rivals 1
a career scoring average of 75.2. Mary's and Loyola-Marymount.
ike their male coun-
arts, theSCUwomen
ers have gotten off
strong start in their
season. They fin-




11, and went on to




o well at the Lady
?c Invitational at San
xp State, where they
;e their lowest scor-





women's golfer to shoot
under par.
After closing the fall
quarter at the Kent
Youel Invitational in
Hawaii, the team looks
forward to a great per-










'This year we re-
ally came together
as a team and
cracked the top
100, which is re-




the score that won




Zourtney Dimpel-Composti, with Sophomore Meggie Fagundes cur- Candice Palmer putts the ball nicely into The SCU mascot is hard at work,
•average of 84.56, focuses intently rently holds an average score of 83.7. the hole. As a sophomore on the team, her supporting the team by protecting
itands in mid-swing. She follows through in a swing at the career scoring average is 84.5. their clubs against the elements.
Bay Area Classic.
Sports 83
With the promise of a new, state of the art stadium opening
next year, the baseball team is looking forward to a season full
of growth and new challenges. "This is an exciting time for the
program. It is going to keep growing," said junior transfer
Nicholas Crosta.
The men deserve
it too. Led by Coach
Mark O'Brien, the team has an amazing
chemistry and talent. With new recruits
and a promising group of freshman, in-
cluding Bryan Fleming and Robert Perry,
the team knows it has the ability to do
well this year. Coach O'Brien said, "It's a
pleasure to watch them compete and battle back in every game
they play. We would like to win the conference champs this
year and I think it is in our ability."
The team works well together and have an amazing work
ethic. When asked what is most impressive about the team,
players explain how well the staff and athletes work with one
another. It will be exciting to see how far the new facilities and
players take them in the years to come.
dugout chatter
"This year's team has amaz-
ing chemistry, with the help
of coach O'Brien we will




Nicholas Crosta takes a mean
cut at a fast ball during a
game against local rivals San
Jose State.
John Redmond fires off a
pitch during the fifth inning
of a game against SJSU. The
Broncos went on to win 8-3.
Coaches and players gather
in front of the dugout in be-
tween innings.
Will Thompson prepares ^^^^^^^^^^WKIflmW^^^^^^^^^^^M^W^^^
himself for the Second pitch Listed in Alphabetical Order: Steven Alexander, Carl Bacon, Ryan Chiarelli, Nic Crosta, Deke Dormer,
from the San lose Starter Kevin Drever, Tyler Duran, Shawn Epidendio, Nathan Faulkner, Chad Fillinger, Mark Folgner, Ian Frost,
David Hoffmire, Jared Hughes, Michael Lange, Scott Lonergan, David Mandley, Jason Matteucci, Patrick
McBride, Matt McCoghan, Kellan McConnell, Brian Neault, Eric Newton, Patrick Overholt, Robert
Perry,Anthony Rea, Dustin Realini, John Redmond, Panch Romero, Scott Shapiro, Chris Stansburg,
Andrew Slorp, Michael Thompson, Will Thompson, and Thomas van Buskirk.
84 Mens Baseball
Preparing for his at bat, Eric
the defense warms up, Jason Matteucci cocks the bat Newton sweeps homeplate Matt McColgan readies his
oncos take a moment to and prepares for the incom- clean after Michael Thompson stance as he waits for the ball to
ce their swings. ing pitch. ran across. come in over the plate.
bmens - 11
aseball
Pitcher Jamie Forman-Lau in
prime position. Forman-Lau
was named the Pacific Coast
Softball Conference Pitcher of
the Year in 2003.
The players line up to watch
the game and cheer for their
fellow teammates.
With a hit that just passes
their oppenents inflieders,
this bronco charges to first
base. If you look carefully,
you will notice she is running
so hard that her feet do not
touch the ground.
After discussing game strat-
egy, the women's Softball
team breaks from a huddle
near thrid base. Communica-
tion is an important key to
having a successful game.
Heart plays a large role in Broncos' success
"Everyone is committed to
the game, pushing them-
selves and everyone else to
be the best that they can be."
- Jessica Clee, '06
The softball team enters the 2004 season with high hopes
for improving upon their impressive season last year, where
they set a single-season record for most wins (30). This year,
the Broncos are
aiming for first
place in the Pa-
cific Coast Softball Conference after
their second place standing last year, as
well as post-season play with an at-
large berth to the NCAA tournament.
During the season, the team will face
tough teams from the Pacific-10 confer-
ence such as UCLA (the number one
team in the nation), Washington, Stanford, California and
Oregon State. Left fielder Jessica Clee has faith in the team's
abilities, however. Clee said, "Every team will have to work
extremely hard to push one past us."
Head Coach Marcy Crouch agrees with Clee's assessment.
"There was a different attitude amongst the girls on the field
last fall. It wasn't until the Stanford Tournament that I really
understood the dynamic of our team - we love to compete.
When we took the field there was a confidence, an attitude of
determination, that was exciting to watch," stated Crouch.
i 1
86 Softbal
Top Row: Head Coach Marcy Crouch, Jamie Forman-Lau, Rachel Sherman,
Liz Courter, Kelley Johnson, Valerie Mock, Assistant Coach Laurie Gillis,
Assistant Coach Mick Myrback; Middle Row: Suzanne Dallas, Jillian Cassel,
Sara Overmier, Kate Goethals, Shannon Linerud; Bottom Row: Jessica Clee,
Keri Reisinger, Jenny Brown, Angela Kabanuck, and Vanessa Werner.
nore Infielder Jenny Brown
;s herself for the next play,
was named Rookie of the
st year by her teammates.
Sophomore Outfielder Jessica Clee
collides with her teammate during
their match against Stanford.
Center/Infielder Rachel Sherman
This player has perfect form, as she gives teammate Jillian Cassel,
prepares to hit the ball hard and far in freshman outfielder, a high five
the game against Washington. during a team huddle.
womens
Two boats get started with practice.
Their coxswains' orders are loud and
clear in the quiet of an early morning.
"This year's seniors have
been a crucial element to this
season. They motivate, in-
spire and are funny as hell."
-Michael Rhoads, '06
Crew is not aneasy sport. 6
a.m. and evening practices,
with a coxswain yelling
and nagging six days a
week would drive most
people out of their minds.
There aren'tmanywhocan
devote the time and en-
ergy to crew, but for those
who can the reward is
great. According to cox-
swain Elizabeth Garvin,
the feeling of eight people
rowing in perfect synchro-
nization is like nothing else.
It gets them past the pain of
the 2000 meter races, past
the focused, controlled
mental battles of the row-
ers and coxswain, and cre-
ates a cult-like friendship
between them. In the end,
it all comes down to the
adrenaline and connection
shared by every member





Back Row: Nathan Matthews, Johnj'
Zevenbergen, Jose-Daniel Paramest
Alex Nickel; Middle Row: Johrl
Schlunt, Bryce Davidson, Justin!
Ungson, Geoffery Wellington, Tonyl
Johnson, Michael Rhoads, Juan Perezi
Benjamin Johnson, Daniel Jordan,]
Paul Jockisch, Jarrod Wells; Front!
Row: Edsel Magalong, Elizabeth
Garvin, and Elizabeth Zarate.
i ,_ \J
Rowers make sure to tie their
feet securely into shoes attached
to the boat.
Mens and Womens Crew
Even after a long morning practice
and a full day of classes, Nathan
Matthews still works hard on the row-
ing machines in Leavey.
The rowers begin attaching the oars
to the boat, making sure everything
is secure and working before they
head out onto the water.
The men's novice team does push-u]
against the wall, which will help the
build strength in their upper bodies.
e SCU women's
;w team anticipates
other good year to
low their strong 2003
ison. The returning
rsity team members
m a very tight knit
)up, which adds a lot
overall performance
d spirit, especially in
:h a difficult sport,
actices are every
)rning from 6:30 to
0, with additional
id practices like run-
ig sprints in Leavey
or using the rowing
machines. Such a
strenuous regime takes
a great deal of sacrifice,
and spectators often
wonderwhy rowers are
willing to give so much
of themselves to the
sport. The answer, ac-
cording to junior port
Erin Pate, is compli-
cated, but in the end, it
really comes down to
"love of the sport, love


















about the stillness of the
water and the strength
of my teammates
around me. Everything




more than just a
sport to these girls,
which Amanda
Kremer describes
as, "It's my family,
it's my friends."
ussey and Kristin Siem are
ght and early for morning
es before class.
Coach Shepherd sends Amanda Kremer, Laura Hellenthal, Kristin Siem and Each pull of the oar sends Adaline
Kristin Siem, Sheila Reid and Laura Amanda Kremer listen as teammates dis- Zacher and Erin Pate flying through
Hellenthal out onto the water. cuss rowing techniques before practice. the water at Lexington Reservoir.
Sports 89
The SCUTs defensive line focuses
on stealing back control of the ball
and the field.
"It's a great feeling to
go from kicking the tar
out of someone on the
field to eating burgers
after the game."
-Scott Potter, '06
It may not be a Divi-
sion One sport, but that
doesn't stop the men's
rugby team from playing
their hearts out every
weekend during their
season. Intense practices
and a love for the game
keeps the men's team in
top shape throughout the
year and provides moti-
vation during last minute
rushes for points in the
final minutes of the game.
All this intensity stays
on the field though. Ac-
cording to those on the
team, after a rough and
rowdy match, members
ofboth sides canbe found
sitting down for a din-
ner. There is rarely bad
blood between the ath-
letes, they know how to
leave the game on the
field and have a good
time with each other af-
ter a game.
J
Back Row: Garreth Owens,
Charles Danet, Greg Mohrman,
Mark Goodell, Kevin Baer,
Adam Saucedo, Mike Minahaw,
Mike Stevenson, Scott Potter,
Patrick McCarthy, CalebOffer,
Lee Tergesen, Bob Heieck; Front
Row: Gabe Pattee, Patrick
McGlynn, and larhett Blonein.
Patrick McCarthy shakes off two A SCUTs scrum, the Santa Clara men
tacklers before passing the ball off prepare to push back Santa Rosa be-
to Kevin Baer. fore recovering possesion.
90 Mens and Womens Rugby
Following a ruck, Sean Tuley hands off
the ball to Charles Danet in an attempt to
get the ball out to the backs.
The Santa Clarans rush for a recovl
as the Santa Rosa team gets the ball
;
of their scrum.
lese ladies are fast, rough, and
;h. Coming from a diverse back-
md of majors, interests, and
ips on campus, the girls have
e a connection by "beating each
?r up day after day," said
hanie Young.
le team this year did an excel-
job grooming the underclass-
for leadership roles on the team
upcoming seasons. Having
iger players on the team hasn't
l a problem though. Small size
ns a quick team and the women
every advantage they can to
:heir opponents into the ground,
ik players and a strong defen-
strategy will be a major part in
well the women do in the years
>me as they plan on being a big
at on the rugby field.
womens



















Craig, and Ari Velasco.
"Rugby hurts,
but it's that good








end after the whistle
blows. The women
work together to re-
move the goal posts
from the field before
enjoying a well
earned break.
f. t _ i.
men's team huddles around their Maia Earle practices and refines her kick Sarah Clements and Margaret Miller toss Club sports offer competitiveness, a
ar a pre-game pep talk. offs before the start of a match. the ball while warming up before a game. more relaxed atmosphere thanDl.
Sports 91
Thomas Huens reaches out and
touches someone while playing
defense against Berkeley.




can do this year."
-William Dye
The men's team has
used this year to grow and
it will become a base to
launch from for future
seasons. With several
strong games through-
out the year, including
great results in the north-
west tourney, the team
has stepped up and
shown they have the tal-
ent needed to compete.
The freshmen this year
have stepped forward
and will become the core
of the future team. Scott
Britton on offense and
goalie Cannon Christian
have proven themselves
to be a force to be reck-
oned with this season.
The ultimate goal for
mens lacrosse is to be-
come a nationally ranked
team, something that is
sure to occur soon based












Back Row: Sean Keenan, Ryan Mat
Mike Carabelli, Thomas Huens,
Kissell, Goeff Akers, John Harty, John 1
Vasicek, Stephen Batey, James Not
Mattew Reardon, Gary Padesta; Mic
Row: Alex Quinonez, Amos Willie
AnthonyManzo, Patrick McQuiggan, i
Brittain, Drew Gulick, Nick Velis,
drew Pacini, Matthew Reardon, Can
Christian; Front Row: Todd Lynam, V
iam Dye, Thomas Payne, Edward Ki|
Luke Young, Michael Levy, Si
Burkland, Brad Ehikian, and Henri Re
Todd Lynam rushes around a
Berkeley defender in an at-
tempt do get open for a pass.
A split second before a defender
moves in on his stick, Nick Velis
launches off a pass.
Weaving in and out of Cal op-
ponents, Tommy Paine digs in
with his cleats and looks for the
open man.
Getting low to the ground to sop
up a rolling ball, Stephen Bffl
speeds across the field.
92 Mens and Womens Lacrosse
This is the year for the women
50 all the way," said Coach
rien, "We have the talent and
drive. This is the best team we've
in years." With star players
1 as goalie Teresa Martini and
ter Shiloh Uhlir playing their
1 year at SCU, the team is look-
for results.
urrently ranked seventh in the
on, the women have worked
i to get this far. Captain Suzanne
linger said, "Three years ago we
e unranked. Where we are now
testament to the dedication our
n has."
Back Row: Lauren Russell,








Row: Julia Schmidt, Kendall
Reedy, Hayley Hartstein,
Jenifer Oddo, Rebecca Milo,
Megan Raimondo, Natalie
Melo, Kyle Kelly, Katie
Simpkins, Lauren Kida,






















ie Melo puts the pressure
she chases the offense down
ild.
Suzanne Replinger dodges an op- Kristen Harvey, Lauren Follett,
ponent and keeps her eyes peeled and Katie Simpkins watch from
for an open teammate. the sidelines as the Broncos battle
for a win.
Suzanne Replinger chases









In my time of God's great earth
There are several things I've learned;
Promises, they should be kept; respect, it must
be earned,
Be true to those you count as friends,
See your work through to the end,
Seek the truth in Nature's way,
Be grateful for each precious day,
Have faith in Him who sits above,
Give your soul to God, your heart to love.




something to look forward
to and is an escape from
the pressures of home-
work and classes."
-Anne-Lynn Gapasin
"I like being able to
demonstrate the
diversity and talent





As a freshman on the
cheerleading squad,
Medley Crank's favorite
thing is "supporting the
Bronco athletic teams."
Cheerleaders Jennifer Beckman, Alexandra Munoz,
Julie Hill, and Jessica Muh hype up the women's
basketball team in their valiant effort against the San
Francisco Bay Area Pro-Am.
96 Bronco Spirit
Many things have changed over the years at Santa Gil
University, but one thing remains the same; school spit
From cheerleaders to the dance team, from the Ruff RidfS
to the loyal alumni, support for the Broncos has nej
faltered. Despite a rigorous finals schedule, students 1
find the time to attend the mens soccer team's big gal
against Michigan. Proudly wearing their Ruff RidJ
shirts, complete with painted faces and matching pel
poms, students and members of the community show tr|
unstinting support for the Bronco athletic teams.
All dressed up in Santa Clara red and white, a group of Ruff Riders
cheer for the volleyball team at a match against the San Diego Toreros.
Through all the ups-and-downs of the game, they proudly provided
plenty of spirit and entertainment from their courtside seats.
If only things could be like they were
in 1985. With a keg at football games
and a Budweiser-sponsored halftime
shoot-out at basketball games, who
wouldn't be on their feet cheering?
Cheerleaders could be found in
Buckshaw stadium supporting the
football team until 1994 when this sport













Santa Clara University has changed tre-
indously over the past century. One of the
,
rgest changes occurred in 1962, the year
imen were admitted into the university's
?viously all-male student body. It is obvi-
s that this change has made SCU a much
>re diverse and interesting place to be. Most
Ldents will certainly agree that SCU is bet-
off as a coed campus.
The year is 1985. Personal computers are
tailed in Orradre Library, keeping students
to date with the latest technology. Can
yone even remember thinking of those
ngs as high-tech? Students today have
?n more options now when it comes to
nputers. They can research, listen to mu-
, watch movies, play games, even chat with
ople from across the world. Many students
joy taking their laptops to study at the
ssion Bakery, in the Bronco, or outdoors,
u probably couldn't go very far with one of
35's PCs. Perhaps in another twenty years
U students will look back at the Redwood
2003 and laugh at our equipment, but for
w were doing pretty well.
Personalities 99
late night studying
"Excuse me, where s thefine arts building?"
Bensonfood isn't THAT bad... [1 week later]... EWWH
You have a car?7 I love you!
$300 justfor books?!
Where do you get a lofting kit?
2:00 amfire alarms
no more personal space
my room stinks
Whoa, there's a bar on campus!
Yon mean we HAVE to take religion?
Why do I have to separate the colorsfrom
the whites ?
going to class in sweats
My access card is my yearbook picture? Gross!
I miss my mommy!
Hey, weren't you in my orientation?
addicted to coffee
Wasteland? The Pub? Ice House?
100 Freshmen



















































































































Not Pictured: Ares, Eric Jason
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Clemente,Mariet Beverly Arteche
Clyne, Lauren Bridget Maureen























































































































































Not Pictured: Doeltz, George W. ~ Dominguez, Christina - Ernemann, Andrew Jay
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Henninger.Diana Marie Miles















1 loKte, Nathan James






I lowells, Andrew Stephen






















































































































































Not Pictured: Kinne, Madonna A. ~ Lamoreaux, Carol J. - Lemmon, Christine K.
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Not Pictured: McDermott, Elizabeth Marie




































































































Morse IV, Edgar Leroy
Morse,Kristen Irene














Nacca ra to, Cynthia M a ry
Nan man, I milv I. orraine
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t lu'n lessie C hung I lo
ChiareULRyan Christopher













































































De La Fuente,Valentin Shaun
De Leon,Michael Joseph
De Long,Matthew John
de los Santos,Ron Cruz
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114 Sophomores
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Flynn,Christina Louise
Flynn,/.int- Zachary
f olse/1 risha Ann
Fong,Melissa Jeanne
Fong,Nathan Adam






















































Green, Pat rick Thomas
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should I graduate early?
party at my house tonight
getting a car
"Wait...are you 21?"
"My ID says I am."
finally getting all my classes during registration
"You re back! How was
learning how to cook j4-n 7i / ? ''
gotta actually declare my majorfor real this time
upper division classes aren't that bad
the best rooms in Casa Italiana
"Do you have any extra money
on your dining plan ?
"
rent was due when \
oh my gosh, I'm soooo busy
ifeel so old
actually getting dressedfor class
maybe I should start thinking about internships
124 Juniors
Perhaps each of us has a starved place, and each of us
knows deep down what we need tofill that place. Tofind
the courage to trust and honor the search, tofollow the
voice that tells us what we need to do, even when it


























































































































Not Pictured: Anderson, Elaine M
126 Juniors
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128 Juniors
Not Pictured: Fleishman, Ella





































































1 less, Tracy Ellen







1 Ioang,Tina Thuy Duong Lam
Holthaus,Timothy John
I lopkins, Laura Shelford
Horrell,Holly Rae
Horvath,Briana Lynn












































































































































































































































































Not Pictured: Morales, Corina Angelica
Personalities 131
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"I party like a rockstar now
Senior nights at the Hut
Dropping your minor and third religion because
you're burnt out
Dodging the question "What are you going to
do after you graduate?"
"My landlord drunkenly admitted that
he's a slumlord"
Buying digital cable to
watch Sex and the City
Actually considering going to the Career Fair
"How many units do we need
to graduate?"
136 Senior Divider !
I might as well accept thefact that I'm never gonnafind a
job and that I will be asking the question 'Do you want



























































Alberto Barrena Michelle Barron Brendan Bartholomew Mark Barycza Stephanie Basha
Computer Engineering Psychology Civil Engineering Electrical Engineering Mathematics
Edward Bayley Gregory Baynes Melinda Becker





























































Holly Brown Joshua Brown Kevin Brown


















Tara Bussiere Michael Byer Robert Byrne

















Rene Cardenas Alitsia Cardona-Blair Anett Carey Glenn Carley John Carlino
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Gary Coover David Cordua Craig Corica Grace Cortez Kevin Cote

























































Rebecca Potter & Claire Parsons































Dzung Duong Link Dupont




































































































































































Operations & Mgmt Info Systems
{Catherine Holloway
Psychology
ulia Holstlaw Michaela Hopkins Michelle Houlemard Jim Howell Daniela Hozova











































































William Kardas Sammy Kassai Jeffrey Kaster











Samrah Khan Smriti Khanna John Kim Todd King Megan Kinnear























Olga Kuskova Andrew Kwan





























































-Tench & Francophone Studies
David Liu Judy Liu








































































































































































































































































Operations & Mgmt Info Systems
Han Pham
Accounting




Kathryn Plath Michael Ponce















































































































Erica Ruggiero Lance Sager Peter Salas Dina Salcido Krishna Salcido
































































































































































Sharyl Van der Haeghen
Electrical Engineering
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Tik Wan Mihoko Ward Joy Wasai
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1 Erin,
We love you and are




To Tara, in appreciation of all your
hardworkand dedication, wewish
you the best in your journey
through life, with success and joy
and happiness in knowing that
your family gives you full support
and all our love in all that you
accomplish. Continue to reach out
with your heart and give back to
the community with the gifts that
you have begun to develop in your
special years at Santa Clara. With
our love, Mom, Dad, & Garrett
Darcy Kunkel J& HH^u
*•
At graduation, we reflect with awe upon your person...
You shine brilliantly - a master,
Integrating passion, high values and truth mining...
You approach all things in a fair-minded and integral way...
Always allow your gifts room to play...
Suspend judgements - go with the wind...
Open up continuously,
To the commonality and interdependence of all beings...
m ^^
Taste and give in this life this fully!
.*"
Remain strong and joyful...
Resist the seduction of shallow veneers...
Stay committed,
Develop you and your communities fully...
If you learn and live authentically...
Then you will never mistake...
The norm for the good...
The show for the true...
The shallow for the beautiful...
May your joy, pure heart, passion and remarkable grace,
Guide you through the journey of this life...
Find inspiration from what you dream,
As the wonders of the beckon...
You are a shining example,
^HKL.
Of what every parent wishes for their child... Wm,.
Your smile brightens each day.
We love you and cherish you fully. ^H
Mom & Dad
172 Senior Dedications
n u t i n
Sara Mari Studebaker
Pursue with confidence and vigor
whatever dream or end you
choose to journey toward, know-
ing that if you dream it, it is worth
while. And whatever end you
reach, it is the journey there that
will matter most. May you fill
your life with happiness and
peace. With deepest love and joy
for all that you are and for what-




Wishing you many more castles, miles of travel,






You have grown into an
amazing young woman
with high ideals and a
strong sense of self. Your
parents couldn't be more
proud of you. Many new
adventures await you
now. Always remember
we love you. Congratula-
tions to our girl!
We watched as you
bravely took your first
steps toward indepen-
dence—long before we
wanted to let you go. But
you were ready. ..always
self assured, intelligent,
confident, and actively
searching for fun, adven-
ture, and good friends.
Ads 173
Lisa Hickey
CongratulationsonyourGraduation! Youhave accomplished amazing
tilings in your four years at Santa Clara. Your academic success is a
triumph that you will be proud of for the rest ofour life. Thejoy youhave
given to all of us through your participation in the University Orchestra
will neverbe forgotten. You have made life long friends, which you will
cherish always. There is nothing in the future you cannot accomplish!
Because ofyour compassionand loving spirit, your choice to workwith
children will be a blessing for all.
Love, Mom, Dad and Jessica
Alicia Andrine
Wheeler
From a sweet little girl in ribbons and lace,
To a talented young woman with a world to face,
You have brought joy and love to those in your life.
May you see it returned, not once over, but twice.
You learned very early how to achieve and succeed.
But you never forgot how to share without greed.
CONGRATULATIONS! You did it. You accomplished your goals.
We are prouder of you that you'll ever know.
God bless you, honey. We love you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Brian, Robert, (Gram Alice), & Grandma Wheeler
ngratulations!






-Here is to all the hard work you have done over the last
four years.
-Here is to your successful, memorable study abroad experi-
ence in Dublin, Ireland during the first semester of your
senior year.
-Here is to a wonderful, loving son. We are extremely proud
of your efforts and achievements at Santa Clara University.
Strengthened and inspired by your Irish heritage we
wish you the following blessing:
When the wind is howlin' in everyone's ears
May you hear a soft lilting breeze.
And if the rain is crashin' down,
May it only be dew at your knees.
If the ground 'neath your feet should quiver and shake,
I hope you'll be standin' with ease.
And never go hungry or wantin' for much;
May God grant you all that you need...




We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Alison Maria Romano Bettles
1
"None but ourselves can
free our minds"
Weareproud ofyour singularmind
and your many accomplishments.
Congratulations and love.
Dad, Mom and Craig
LeAnne Hsu
You've made it, Sweet-
heart. We are so proud
of you. The path ofyour
future is unfolding be-






You never were a very good fisherman. Hopefully, you'll make
a better doctor.
Love,
Lizzie, Wayne, and Joe B.
Chris,
There is nothing we could tell you that you didn't already
know. You've surpassed all our expectations. Thanks for





Nicole, congratulations on your graduation. We are so
very proud of you. Your hard work and dedication to
every endeavor is evident in your continual success. What-
ever the future holds, we know that your star will continue
to shine brightly. We love you with all of our hearts.




From The Roberts School to Santa Clara University-
Your determination and passion got you where you
wanted to be, Gianna. Remember your past; know
that the future is yours; follow your heart and
celebrate your accomplishments.
The future is so bright, you'll need (Gucci?)
sunglasses!
Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations to our lovely daughter and granddaugh-
ter for her hard work and dedication. We will wish her
the best in her teaching career. We are proud of her
accomplishments and her desire to educate the children
of the world.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandma, and Grandpa
Claudia Cresci
Our dearest Claudia,
We are proud ofyour dedication and care that God is
now rewarding with success at graduation.
All our love,




Congratulations Mike! I'm very proud
of you. You have accomplished a great
deal in your years at Santa Clara. I know
your future will be full of success and
happiness. Enjoy every minutes of the






rain, sleet and the dark
of night. We have
watched you grow
into a strong, spiritual,
young man. We are so
very proud of you!
With all our love,
Mom and Dad




Ready to Take on the World!
Congratulations Chica!
We are so very proud of you.
Love- Mom, Steve & Phil
PS: Yon can always come home to Colorado
178 Senior Dedications
JULIANNE MARA VISBAL
"Who so pulleth out this
sword of this stone and
anvil is rightwise King
born of England."
The lesson Merlin taught
Arthur is that wisdom, in-
telligence, and love are the
things that will be truly
important no matter what
path your future holds.
Trust in the Lord with all
your heart, and lean not on
your own understanding; In
all your ways acknowledge
Him, and He shall direct
your paths. (Proverbs 3:5-6)
Be true to yourself, your faith
and those that love you and
everything else will fall into
place. We are so very proud
of you!
B We love you, Dad and Mom
LOUIS ROMO ZUMPANO
~ OUR SON-
They say ifyou sit under a fig tree, it will make you wise...
Yourfather andI believe yen arc wise because ofyour strong dedication, hard work,
and discipline throughout your educational years...
Today our hearts arefilledwith suchpride andjoy ofall thatyou have accomplished...
You set your goals high and by God - In the year of2004 you have achieved them...
Congratulations you have earned your business degree. You now hold the key that
unlocks your future to success...
Always walk with the Lord..




You are a joy and inspiration. We are
so proud of you! We pray for your
continued happiness and success.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chris and Bryan
Ads 179
BRANDINA MORRISON
SCU... thanks for all the memories... dg sisters, bd invites, splashes
& formats, the special fathers, the rat elass, meetings to go to, the
stress and the tears, apartment girls, cell phone hills, big sis & little
sisters, rush week, the underpaid-overworked intern, the major/the
minor, 21st b-day, off to the beach, 12finals weeks, 1st day offriends,
espana & senora, care packages, very late nights, laughs and loves,
friends forever or not, and all the thi)igs ive didn't need to know, and
of course, all of the moving in, moving out 7 now moving on...
We are very proud of you, b. Love you- mom, dad & jb
lif ^













Stella Marie De Ocampo Palielo
Congratulations.
The family is proud of
your accomplishment.




One thing to remember
is...
This accomplishment
is a gift from Him.
God Bless.
Love you always,
Papa, Mama & Chris
Colin Stuart Moore
Congratulations Colin!
Love, The Whole Family
180 Senior Dedications
Meghann Elizabeth McCann
To our most cherished treasure, our Meghann, who
is a diabetic survivor and a rare gift from God... You
are a blessing. You have met many challenges and
taken many journeys and
have always followed the
right roads. Your stub-
born Irish determination
and unwavering faith
have helped you "fight the
fight" against juvenile dia-
betes. We are so proud of
your community activities
and events you have pur-
sued: J.D.F. Fundraising,
S.C.U. Arrupe, Sacred
Heart Services, Knights of
Columbus, and Girl Scouts.
You bring light and joy to





world is a better place be-




















David, you have accomplished all you set out to do at SCU
- and more! We are extremely proud of you. We wish you
the best as you continue your education and pursue your
dreams. Remember, "one day at a time."
Lots of love,
Dad, Mom & Marc
MAURA LOUISE BROWN
As a child you illuminated our lives and brought joy to our family. So it is,
on graduation day, we reflect on the happiness that you continue to give us.
We-are-proud-of-you, yes-we-are-proud-of-you!
Love, Mom, Pop, George and Reno
Ads 183
Erich M. Chen
E xcel in academics
R adiant in tennis
I ntelligent
C reative











JS^ia 3 ;.; ~" - e - £ 5
Rebecca Weisman
Congratulations Becca! We are very proud of the person you
have become and all that you have accomplished. You have
brought us much happiness, pride and joy. We wish you much
success and fulfillment in your future.
All our love,




You have brought great joy to our lives
Your sense of humor has kept us all laughing
We are all very proud of you and all your accomplishments.
We wish you continue success, joy happiness in your life.
Go Gett'um Will
Love





As you enter a difficult and demanding world, our very best of luck and success to you and your classmates. We wish the
very best life has to offer and good fortune in making the world better for all.
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;
in all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make your path straight." Proverbs 3:5-6
We love you always,
Mom, Dad, Deb and Trey
Ads 185
Mitk is supposed to be this good.
Berkeley Farms milk is made without
rBST growth hormones. So while we've changed
our look, we haven't changed our style,
<0tf& Mitk is supposed to be this good.
1-5IO-265-8600
25500 Clawiter Road * Hayward, CA 94545
wvsu.hirtliright.org
BIRTHRIGHT OF SAN JOSE
Preananc\ Support Sen ice
Since 1972
241-8444
2071 A Alameda \Va\
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Attend all required classes or make-up sessions.
complete all scheduled tests, and do your homework.
If your score doesn't improve on test day from your
Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you
can choose to repeat our program for free or get a full
refund of your tuition.* * It's that simple.
• T««n»me»*r» ,-, tn^rfel of iftcir rttpcctx* a*n»t
••low el Jic>« lo/ IMS o««w ftia muw M> enroRW m
I
- cUfci'oom, lulofifsf. or ofi&n* course* in
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Congratulations to tk (jrafaates!
2277 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116
(408) 258-4977
Fax (408) 258-1761















In CEDAR LAWN MEMORIAL PARK
Warm Springs Blvd., at Scott Creek Road
408/263-2868 510 656-5565
FD 1262
.Santa Clara Vision Center.
Preventive ( )ptometjy
Dodd R. Portman, O.D.
M M wsantm /.ir.iv isioncenter.com
(408)241-3510
1190 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
186 Ads
Hats Off to You !!!
Now, don't be
a stranger.
Whether it's a sporting event or a wedding at the Mission,




Coffee maker social hours






From Broncos to brides
we've always been here.
Come back to visit. We'll be waiting for you!
2455 E! Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95051
FAVjili CCvKl (408) 241-6444 or (888)999-0315 www.hssantaclara..





with a homey atmosphere.
(408) 243-2400
2118 The Alameda
S;m Jose, California 95 12d
FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS, ALUMNI
nission
WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU!
Visit our campus office on the basement level of Benson Center.
We offer a wide variety of products and services to meet your needs.
Santa Clara University Branch Office
Business Hours Monday-Friday 9. 15a.m. - 5:15p.m.
PHONE (408) 554-5420 FAX (408) 554-5472
www
. missioncityfcu . org
Bank of Santa Clara.
Locally Owned.
Locally Managed.
Sant a L la r
a




1 7^5 I .andess Avenue
s y n nyva le
107 East El C amino Roal
San Jose
2779 Abom
2061 ( amden \
2150 McKecRoad
w w w . b a n kofs a n tac ] a ra.com
For information cm any of our eight convenient locations ca!
408.496.4800
OS
A Member of the Greater BayBancorp Family
SANTA CLARAHarriott
( r//r//r/////<r///r//J fo ///r
';/r/<///«////'/ f/«.),) 0^2004
2700 Mission College Boulevard • Santa Clara, ( alifornia 95054
(408) 988-1500 • Fax (408) 727-4






Mill Kitchens • ( Complimentary 1
1
27" TV's and Lite Dinner
ln-Room Movies • Jacuzzi Baths • King I '
•
I liyh Speed Internet
Book Online pacifichoteis.com











Fire Alarm * Life Safety Security
We*re proud to support Santa Clara University,
Congratulations Class of 2004?










CIVIL ENGINEERING LAND PLANNING LAND SURVEYING
a Lslara. L I nivei
200 uahna Ui
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:
5142 Franklin Drive - Suite C
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3355






and traffic controls construction
With offices located in:
San Jose* San Francisco* Los Angeles







Vickers concrete sawing, inc




392 East Gish Road
San Jose, CA 95112
Croatia ^olet/Ut, '//ftfiur t.if'/y .'
iwiori
HOMES
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 1 OO
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 985-6000 * (408) 985-6050 Fax
Champion Auto Body & Repair
Computerized Frame Checking System
Heavy Collison Specialty
(408) 246-0765
1 486 Jefferson Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
One environment.







Labalina,Suzanne Janine - 126
Aandahl,Serene Wister - 112
Abar,Audrey Cahading - 126
Abbott,Curtis Nelson - 112
Abellera,Amielynn Dumuk -
Abellera,Paolo Carlo A - 126
Aboujudom,Stacey Marie - 1 12
Aboujudom,Suzanne -
Abusamrajonathan Mark - 126
Abuzayyad,Randa Charleen - 126
Acainjose Francisco - 112
Accardo,Matthew Wayne - 126
Achanzar,Ginamay Marquez - 126
Ackerman,Kelan Elizabeth - 102
Aconito,Melissa E- 112
Acosta,Anna Lisa - 138
Acosta,Anna Marie - 138
Acosta,Monica - 126
Adam,Peter Michael - 112
Adamo,Natasha - 112
Adamsjennifer Mary McDonnell - 102
Adams,Kevin Michael - 138
Adams,Robert Clark -
Adams,Ruthanne Marilynn -
Adams,Zachary A - 102
Adamski,Nicole Emily - 126
Adinolfi,Catherine Nora - 102
Agarwal,Chaitanya Prakash - 12(->
Agarwal,Michael A - 126
Agnew,Michael Seamus - 102
Agredano,Pablo -
Aguas,Bernice C - 102
Aguilar.Abigail Sabado - 138
Aguilar,Lizahoraida Valencia - 112
Aguilar,Raquel Alanna - 102
Aguilar,Ronrico Adilon - 102
Aguilera-Ruiz,Antonella - 112
Aguirre,Alvin Patrick - 126
Ahasicjustin Patrick - 82, 138
Ahern,Thomas Sean
Ahmad,Omar Azim - 64, 102
Ahmadi,Ahmad - 126
Ahnjae Sang - 126
Ahrens, Rebecca Lynn - 102
Ahtasham,Mehwish -
Aicale, Vincent R - 112
Aijian,Daniel Mikael - 112
Akasaki,Candace Joy - 102
Akers,Geoffrey Michael - 92, 138
Albaracin,Melanie Christine - 138
Albers,Daniel Edward - 102
Albertini,Brianna Colleen - 138
Alcantara,Stephanie Ann C - 112
Alcaraz,Raul Patrick - 126
Aldama,Alicia Lynn - 126
Alexander,Christina Noelle - 102
Alexanderjacquelyn Marie - 112
Alexanderjennifer Clare - 102
Alexander,Kelly Elizabeth - 138
Alexander,Steven Louis - 84, 102




Allen,Christel Siva-Bravo - 112
Allenjason Oliver - 112
Allen,Noelle - 126
Allen,Shannon Marie - 138
Allenjiffany Noel - 126
Allison,Grant Fasi - 72, 112
Almassy,Scott Daniel - 126
Altafi,Tannaz - 124, 126
Altamirano Jr.,Luis Adolfo - 112
Altamirano,Maria Cecilia - 138
Alvarado,Daniel Robert - 41, 126
Alvarado,Elizabeth K - 112
Alvarado,Laura Elena - 126
Alvarado,Natasha Nicole - 126
Alvarezjose Guadalupe - 102
Alvarez,Mariana Marie - 126
Alves,Ryan Patrick -
Alwayjessica Anne - 126
Amato,Lucia - 102, 138
Amato,Michael Arcangelo -
Ambler,David Read - 138
Ambriz,Denise Marie - 112
Amico,Michael Anthony - 112
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Without the aid of many dedicated individuals who assisted in the production of this
yearbook, the existence of this book would not have been possible. Throughout the
year the student body, faculty and administration have been very supportive and
cooperative, which we are very appreciative. In particular we would like to thank the
Center for Student Leadership for guiding us throughout the year, allowing us to
learn and grow throughout the process of making this memento.
We would also like to thank the excellent service of Lauren Studios, especially Paul
Bilgore, for providing us our senior portraits and assisting us throughout the
production of our senior section. To our publisher, Jostens, our local representative Jef
Myers and In-plant representative Phyllis Davison, we appreciate all you advice, help
and patience.
Additionally, we would like to send special thanks to Jack Gillum who assisted with
our countless computer and server problems, The Athletic Department, especially
Lisa Eskey and the athletic photographers for all the assistance with our sports
section, Niranjan Vithanage and the rest of the staff in the Access Office for helping
us in being able to include the entire undergraduate student body in this year's book
by supplying us images and finally Carol Lamoreaux for assisting us with getting data
inquiries processed.
On a personal note, I would like to thank my entire staff for all of their hard work. The
book is great! There were many hectic times throughout the year, but you have all
done an awesome job. To my Head Editors, you were excellent in leading your teams
and if it weren't for you I would still be trying to figure out the digital image problems.
Finally, I am eternally grateful to my friends and family who have helped me through
the craziness and stress I faced as
editor-in-chief this year. After eight
years working on yearbooks, I will
truly miss it and wish my successors
the best of luck. Not only are year-
books forever, the memories made
while making them are too!
Rebecca Weisman
Editor-in-Chief, 2003-2004
Fashion Page 10-11: "Roaring twenties" photo from: Laubner, Ellie. Fashions of the Roaring '20's Schiffler Publishing Ltd. 77 Lower Valley Road, Atglen, PA 19310. 1996
"Fabulous fifties, stylin' seventies, and exotic eighties" from: Steele, Valerie. Fifty Years of Fashion. Yale University Press. New Haven and London. 1997 (Photographs from The Museum at thi
Fashion Institute of Technology, New York by Irving Solero.) "New age nineties" photo from: http;/ /www.abercrombie.com Oct. 26, 2003
The Redwood regrets and would like to apologize for any misspelling, erroneous identification, photographic omissions and errors which are purely accidental and are in no way intentional oi
the part of The Redwood staff, the advisor, or the publisher. There are, however, a few things in which The Redwood has no control over, such as pictures that don't turn out, changed dates, o
unscheduled events for which we have not allowed space, staffing changes, computer crashes and students who are reclassified by grade level or who enroll after pages are mailed to the yearbool
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